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ABSTRACT

NUCLEAR PROCESS HEAT AND THE PAPER INDUSTRY

WITH SPECTAT. REFERENCE TO NEW ENGLAND
J

3x?

Arun Joshi

Submitted to the School of Industrial Management
in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree
rf Master of Science.

Ever since 1945, study of nuclear technology and
aconomics has been largely restricted to the problem of
power generation. Very recently, however, attention has
also been directed on such uses as process steam and

space heating.

The first phase of this thesis is devoted to an
analysis of nuclear steam costs from existing reactor
systems. Cost threshold, where nuclear systems become
competitive with fossil fuel boilers, is derived.

In the second phase we apply this cost threshold
to the New England pulp and paper industry to determine
the potential for nuclear reactors in the region. To
put it another way, we tried to estimate the market for
nuclear reactors in the New England pulp and paper indus-
trv over the next decade.

We find that the existing reactor designs are
quite suitable for the generation of steam. Steam pro-
duced from such reactors would be competitive with



conventional steam in regions where fossil fuels
roughly cost 50¢ per million B.T.U. or more. Since
New Hampshire and Maine, which are best wuited for
paper plant location, fall in such a high fuel cost
region, nuclear process steam should be considered
as a definite alternative to conventional boilers.

A market of 80,000 K.W. (thermal) of atomic reactor
capacity exists in New England if 30% of the new
pulp and paper plants, over the next ten years,
use nuclear process steam.

Thesis Advisor:

ritrle-

Carroll L. Wilson

Professorial Lecturer
School of Industrial Management
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CHAPTER I

[INTRODUCTION

The Problem and Its Setting

Ever since the first nuclear pile went critical

scientists. engineers. economists. as well as the

common man, have seen in the atom a gateway to endless

reserves of energy. Years of hard experience and

axperimentation have rubbed some of the romanticism off

the staggering discovery, but atomic energy still remains

one of the hores of mankind in the long future. Indeed.

for manv of the less-developed nations of the world which

are not endowed with such fuel deposits as coal or oil,

atomic energy is the only hope for a source of abundant

energy. Countries like India, with high coal costs on

one hand and with thorium deposits on the other. can

cain immenselv if nuclear energy becomes commercially

feasible. Intense interest given to this field in that

country is an evidence of the future potent’ lities of

atomic power.

All these vears, research and development in the

field of peaceful uses of atomic energy were centered



nainly on electric power generation. Installations like

the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor, the Shippingport

Atomic Power Station, the Calder Hall reactors, etc.,

were designed and built for the production of electric

power. Of course, radioisotopes have also been in use

but their consumption was somewhat limited. Only very

recently did the engineer and the economist turn their

attention to such uses of nuclear energy as process heat

for industry and heating the home.

This studv proposes to deal with the problem of

the potential use of nuclear energy in the generation of

process heat for industry. Process heat comprises a very

large portion of the total energy input in manv indus-

rial operations. In all of the United States! manufac-

turing industries, nearly 807% of the total energy used

is in the form of process heat and 20% for el~~=ricityv.

Table 1.1 gives a measure of the share of process heat

in total energy used.

Although the industries in Group .~ (Table 1.1]

use large amounts of process heat. the temperature

requirements are much above what is now feasible with



TABLE 1.1

PER CENT OF TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMED
AS PROCESS HEAT IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

IN 1939, 1947, AND 1954

Group I (steam heat)

Food and kindred products
Chemicals and allied products
Paper and allied products
Petroleum refining

Total

Group II (furnace heat)

Stone, clay and glass products
Iron and steel
Nonferrous metals
Fabricated metal products

Total

Group III

Others

TOTAL

jo

78.7
65.1
56 2
93.0

764

85.0
88.7
50.1
73.7

84.2

26J

1947

75.7
57.6
59 2
3

84.9
85.2
42.0

66.7
75.8

59,3

¥
.

-—
~

2

1954

81.0
67.2
62.5
93.C
7.

86.2
83.6
37.3

£79

53.9

raf

Source: Perazich, George, ''Nuclear Process Heat in Industry"
(Washington National Planning Association, 1958)



nuclear reactors. While industries such as the steel

and cement utilize temperatures ranging from 15000F. tc

3000°F..nuclear reactors developed so far are unable

to produce usable temperatures higher than 1000°F.

Furthermore. some of the fuels also serve as chemical

agents; this role nuclear fuels. of course. would be

inable to plav. For these two reasons. therefore. it

seems that the potential for nuclear process steam lies

in the industries of Group I, which use low temperature

low pressure steam heat. Many of the power reactors,

vhich prove non-competitive these davs because they are

unsuitable for producing high temperature steam. would

be quite appropriate to produce the low temperature

yrocess steam needed by these industries.

This studv is made especially with the New England

pulp and paver industry in mind. The New England paper

industry appears particularly promising to us so far as

Fhe use of process steam reactors is concerned. This is

for two reasons: 1) Firstly, it is one of the most

important industries in the economy of New England and

2) New England is the most expensive area in the



United States so far as conventional fuels are concerned:

therefore, it is in this region that nuclear reactors

stand the best chance of becoming competitive. The best

locations for pulp and paper mills are near the forests

of Maine and New Hampshire. In these regions, costs of

conventional fuel soar as high as sixty cents per million

B.T.U. A reactor would make the paper mill completely

independent of the problems of fuel haulage.

Because of the above two reasons. we decided that

a more detailed analysis should be made of the nuclear

process steam costs and its potential advantages to the

New England paper industry should be determined.

Method of Research

To solve the above problem, research had to be

lone in three maior fields:

A. Economics of nuclear process steam

I Possible expansion of pulp and paper
industry in New England over the next
decade, and the probable location of
new plants.



Health, legal, and administrative prob-
lems of commercial use of process steam
reactors.

Before determining the economics, it was

aecessary to select the reactor types that might

possiblv be used for producing process steam. While

most reactors are capable of producing steam from the

engineering viewpoint, they are prohibitive economically.

Such reactor tvpes as the Fast Breeder Reactor and the

digh Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor were obviously ruled

out because of their general inappropriateness to the

yroblem of process steam generation.

Others, like the Sodium Graphite Reactor and the

Aqueous Homogeneous Reactor, while capable of producing

brocess steam. are relatively more complicated and

indeveloped to inspire confidence in businessmen.

“A recent survey of businessmen conducted by the
Atomic Industrial Forum, entitled "A Growth Survey of
the Atomic Energy Industry 1958-1968," listed the fol-
lowing criteria in descending order of importance:

1) The extent of total experience.
2) The number of large prototypes built and

operated.
The number of pilot units which have been
built or are being built.
The degree to which formal research programs
have been undertaken.

&gt;)



After considering all the relevant factors, we decided

on three reactor types that might possibly be feasible

in the near future. Thev are (.) pressurized water

reactor, (2) boiling water reactor. (3) organic mod-

srated reactor.

Having decided upon the reactor types. we pro-

ceeded to derive the costs of process steam from these

reactors. Since the costs vary widely with the size of

the reactor, thev had to be derived separately for each

size. In Chapter II we found that, depending upon the

size of the pulp and paper plant, the required reactor

size would vary from 20 Mwt to 100 Mwt. To cover the

entire range, we decided to derive cost estimates for

“three sizes: 20 Mwt. 40 Mwt. and 100 Mwt and over.

Anyone who has dealt with nuclear economics is

probably aware of the plethora of cost figures that

exists in this field. There were onlv two wavs of

selecting the most accurate fissures out of this mass:

we could either start from scratch and do an engineer-

ing and economic study on each reactor type and size:

Or we could base our process steam cost on existing



nuclear systems. Since the former approach would have

involved much more time and skill than we had at our

disposal, we elected to use the latter approach.

As pointed out earlier. no actual data exist

specifically pertaining to the generation of nuclear

process steam. We. therefore, had to depend upon the

data for power generation. After selecting an ev stinec

power reactor for each reactor type and range, we con-

verted the power costs into process steam costs under

certain assumptions. Costs for the 40 Mwt range were

taken directly from Argonne National Laboratory designs

for process steam reactors. Nuclear process steam costs

were then compared with the costs of conventional process

steam and a fuel-cost threshold was established at which

nuclear steam becomes competitive with conventional

steam. All of this was the subject of Chapter III.

R. Since the future expansion of the New England

paper industrv is the sine aqua non of industrv's interest

in process steam reactors. we tried to forecast the future

axpansion in New England pulp and paver production.

Rasing our analysis on a U.S5. Paper Consumption Forecast



nade by the Department of Commerce (see Chapter IV),

we first estimated the future production of paper in

New England. Estimates of pulp production followed

Fherefrom.

To determine the probable lccation of new paper

plants, we conducted interviews: we also considered

such factors as wood resources, labor costs. and fuel

~0sts.

~
L 5

rr

give a realistic picture of the health

hazards of atomic energy, we gathered data on nuclear

accidents. not only in America but also in the United

Kingdom and Canada. Nuclear energy poses some rather

peculiar problems for the commercial user. To under-

stand them. we analvzed the pertinent section of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954. We also gave a brief summars

of the methods of obtaining nuclear insurance open to

“he paper manufacturer.

Conclusions

After comparing the cost of nuclear process

steam with conventional process steam. we concluded that



1 40 Mwt process steam reactor becomes competitive with

~onventional steam under the following circumstances:

Reactor

Type

PWR

BWR

70% Load 807% Load 90% Load 807% Load
157 Chg. 15% Chg. 15% Chg. 8% Chg.

Conventional fuel @ (per mill. B.T.U.)
ete

.
-

~
J

.

aia Se

~ 0

TMR

) Although New England's share in the national

paper production has been steadily decreasing over the

past years. it should be expected to maintain its niche

in specialties. According to our estimates, paper capa-

city should increase bv 1.700 tons per dav in 1965 and

2,300 tons per dav by 1970. Corresponding figures for

pulp capacity are 500 tons per day in 1965 and 800 tons

per day in 1970.

Abstracting from fuel costs, the best location

For this new capacity is in Maine and New Hampshire.

New pulp and paper plants would need nearly 15 X 108

thermal K.W.H. per vear. This means 240,000 K.W.T. of



&amp;
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new steam capacity. If 30% of this capacity utilizes

nuclear process steam, potential market in New England

for process steam reactors amounts to 80.000 K.W.T.

3. Should a paver manufacturer decide to replace

conventional boilers by atomic reactors. he would face

no difficult problem from the viewpoint of public health

Stipulations of the Atomic Energy Commission, although

strict. are easy to comply with. With the formation of

Nuclear Insurance Svndicates 2+° the passage of the

[Indemnification Act, the problem of insurance has also

heen solved.

Recommendation

Considering the above factors, it is strongly

recommended that a paper manufacturer setting up a plant

of 400 tons per dav or more capacity, should give some

rhoucht to the installation of a nuclear reactor. if his

plant happens to be located where fossil fuels cost

50 « 60¢ per million B.T.U. Admittedly. it would be

3 pioneering effort, but the game promises to be worth

rhe candle.



CHAPTER 2

PAPER TECHNOLOGY

Before we proceed with the task of deriving the

cost thresholds for nuclear process heat, it is pertinent

to glve a very general description of the pulp and paper

nanufacturing process. Our interest here lies in the u

usage rate of steam, the pressures, the temperatures

and other varlables that might be relevant to our study

the«followlng paragraphs, therefore, should be studied

from this perspective.

conversion of Wood into Pulp

Over 90% of paper making fibers have their sou-

rce in wood pulp. However, where wood is scarce, or

special qualities need to be imparted to the paper,

other materials are also used. BRriefly, these are the

nain sources: Wood, rags, bagasse, bamboo, manila rope,

cereal straw. flax straw, waste paper etc.

Since wood 1s the dominant raw material, we

would describe the pulp manufacture process with special

reference to wood.

This chapter 1s largely based on personal interviews
and the following two sources:

1. Calkin, John B, Modern Pulp and Paper Making
(New York: Reinhold, 1957)
organlzation for European Economic Cooperation,
 ily and Paper Industrv in the 11.S,A, 1957.

14



Wood consists of 50% cellulose, 30% lignin and the

remainder 1s hemi-cellulose, pentosans, and sugar.

Lignin 1s the binding material and it must be removed

before pure cellulose can be produced.

As a first step towards the manufacture of pulp

the logs are barked. These days it is mainly done by

exposing the revolving logs to jets ranging from water

to suverheated,:: high pressure steam. The pressure

xoes as high as 1400-1500 psi when water is used as the

medium, There are other methods of barking like mech-

anical barking, drum barking, chemical barking, but

none of uses steam in any significant way.

After barking, the logs are chipped. The multi-

knifed chipper is the most common device for this

purpose. Size of the chips produced varies from

process to process, After wood has been chipped, 1: is

ready for the digesters.

The various means of producing pulp might

re classified as follows:

~

2.
de
4.
Se

ara 6A.

Mechanical Pulp,
Sulfite Process,
Soda Pulp,
Sulfate Pulp,
Semi-chemical Pulps,
Chemical Conversion Pulps.

In the following pages we would very briefly discuss

these different processes. Our emphasis, it should De

recalled, is on steam conditions and consumption and not

&gt;n the mechanical or chemical details.



fechanical Pulp: Logs or blocks of wood are ground

against a revolving abrasive stone in presence of water.

It 1s a very economical process since only 7% of the

raw material 1s lost against 50% or more for chemical p

processes. The fiber produced is short and is an ideal

mix for long fibers to produce newsprint. ,bag paper etc.

Unless the logs are steamed before grinding, very little

steam is used in this process.

Sulfite Process: This pulp is made ty cooking

chips, usually from low resin content woods, under

pressure and at an elevated temperature in a solution of

calcium, magnesium or ammonium bisulphite with an

excess of S05. A cooking cycle might be scheduled as

follows using the hot acid system now employed in most

sulfite mills:

Time of cook QO hrs,
Digester Capaclty 20 tons of wood.
Initial temperature 60 to 70 degrees centigrade.
Initial pressure 40 psi.

The first vart of the cooking operation is the

penetration period. This 1s so because of the fact that

the acid constituent of the cooking liquor penetrates the

wood more rapidly than the basic constituent. The temp-

erature is slowly raised to 110° and the penetration

period is maintained for approximately 2 hrs. At the

2nd of the penetration period the temperature should be



5

110°C and the pressure higher than 75 psi, if poss-

ible. The temperature is then gradually raised to

140°C. Around the fifth hour the temperature 1s

130°C and the pressure around 75 psi. Near the sev-

enth hour the temperature is raised to 140°¢ and

the pressure reduced to 40 psi. At temperatures

much in excess of this figure the rate of reaction of

acid and cellulose constituent of the fiber increases

resulting in loss of yield.

Very large amounts of steam are used in the

sulfite process. For every ton of pulp nearly 9000

pounds of steam and two tons of wood are required.

If the acid 1s introduced at a higher initial temp-

srature(around 80°C) cooking time is cut by nearly

two hours and a reduction of 2000 pounds of steam per

ton micht also be brought about.

Soda Process: Soda process is an alk=-

aline process o” converting wood into pulp, Chips

are cooked with cooking liquor made up of sodium hyd-

roxide. Ncrmal cooking pressure varies from 100 tc

110 pounds and maximum temperature is between 340

and 360°F. Stean required per ton of pulp also

raries from 4000 to 6000 pounds.

Sulfate Process: This is also an alkaline

process, Maximum temperature employed is in the pro-

ximity of 340°F. Length of time the digester 1s main-



tained at the maximum temperature varies from 3 to

2% hours. The amount of steam requir=d in a rotary

digester is 3000 pounds per ton of pulp. In

stationary digesters as much as 4000 pounds of steam are

ised for everv ton of pulp.

Semi-chemical pulping: Increasing wood costs

lead certain firs to devise means of getting higher

yields from hardwoods. The research ended in semi-

~hemical processing of woods. In the batch cooklng

process, the temperature is around 340 to 350°F and

pressure around 700 psi. In the contlnuous process

he pressure 1s 140 to 170 psi. The amount of steam

ised is nearly 2000 pounds for every ton of pulp.

Refore pulp is converted into paper 1it

ls bleached and given mechanical preparation to

improve its quality. Both these operations use

~gther insignificant amounts of steam and it is

enough for our purpose to know that stages like these

2xist.

Conversion of Pulp into Paper: Describing the trans-

formation of pulp into paver 1s to describe the

fourdtinier. Essentially, a fourdrinier converts

pulp into paper by pressing and by removing water.

dperations on the fourdrinier are shown in Ex. 2.1

The diagcram is self-explanatory for our purpose.



The moisture content of the sheet, which was

retween 60 and 70% as it emerged from the press section

jepending on the type of papér, is reduced to 4 to Tx

as it leaves the dryer section. The actual weight of

the water removed 1s extremely lapfhs, For example, dry-

ing a sheet having 66% water to one having 7%, requires

the removsa. ¢* two tons of water for every ton of dry

paper. To put iL another way, a mill making 200 tons

2 day must provide enough heating facilities for the

removal of 400 tons of water.

Removal of this water must follow an established

nath. At the beginning temperature of the drying cyl-

inder should not exceed 180°F, The temperature of the

last cvlinder mav be as high as 250°F.

Power Range of fteam Plants needed by Pulv and Paper ills

Since most drives are electrical these days,

use of steam 18 mostly required for process heat, As

outlined above digesters and dryers are the two major

asers of process steam. Also, if the mill merely

produces pulp, 1t needs steam to dry the pulv before

shipping. Of course, pulp can be shipped wet-lap.

Net=lap, however, has higher transportation costs.

So far we have merely described the temp-

sratures and pressures at which steam is used in pult

and paper manufacture; we have deliberately refrained from

specifvine the exact steam conditions. The fact of
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the matter 1s that there are many ways of achlevling Lhe

requisite conditions. Each plant has its own method.

Prom our interviews we gathered the following information:

The digesters use steam around 125-175 psi.

Steam for dryers is around 40 psi. a.y of the plants

in the vicinity of New England were found to use

process steam around 125 psi. Some plants, however,

produce steam at higher pressure and run it through an

extraction turbine. Pressure of steam is gradually

Lowered and the steam ls extracted at different vress-

1res as necessarv.

In the previous dlscussion we have seent that

consumption of steam in the manufacture of pulp and

naper varies according to the process. While the

sulfite process requires six to nine thousand pounds

af steam per ton of pulp, the alkaline process requires

only four thousand pounds. Here we would use a general

figure of 6000 pounds of steam per ton of pulp. This

amounts to nearly 5.4 million B.T.U. heat input per ton.

Since an average pulp or paper mill produces around 250

ons per dav. total annual heat reqguirements{(on a 310

lay basis) come to about 130 million thermal kilowatts(kwt)!

Mr. Perazich comes to a substantlally similar figure
in his study Nuclear Process Heat in Industry,
National Planning Association; 1958. See p. 28.



In other words, an average pulp and paper plaal needs

a steam plant of approximately 20 thermal megawatts

(Mwt) capacity, assuming the load factor is 80% or so.

The largest plants, however, produce as much

as 1200 tons per day. They can, at 80% load, use

steam plants of nearly 100 iwt capacity.

The range, then, in which nuclear steam plants

are potentially applicable is

20 Mwt to 100 Mwt.

In the next chapter, we would study the cost of

zenerating process steam from reactors in this range.



CHAPTER III

ECONOMICS OF NUCLEAR PROCESS STEAM

r .cnsiderable extent, nuclear power has riser

ro its present importance through sheer faith in its

eventual economic feasibility. Much has been written

in this field that is without a rigorous scientific base.

This is not to deny the existence of hundreds of millions

dollars worth of nuclear technology, nor is it to cast ¢

had reflection upon workers in this field: the problem

lies in the paucity of actual experience with nuclear

systems.

Over the past three or four vears. economics of

power generating reactors have become clearer because of

-he actual oneration of such reactors. These data also

provide us with + starting point in the matter of nuclear

process steam. Admittedly, gaps exist in our cost struc-

ure, gaps that have to be filled by certain assumptions.

After giving the stricture of nuclear energy cost,

we will outline the assumptions under which the subse-

juent cost estimates are derived. We will then scan
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che data available for Pressurized Water Reactors, the

Boiling Water Reactors, and the Organic Moderated

Reactors. Subsequently, we derive the cost of conven-

tional process steam, which is then compared with nuclear

steam costs,

structure of Nuclear Energy Costs

Costs of generating process steam through nuclear

reactors, or for anv other form of nuclear energy utili-

zation. can ° lagssified as follows:

r

L

Capital costs
Tuel costs

erating and maintenance

Capital costs: From the engineering viewpoint

almost a3?! reactors are capable of producing process

steam. It is in the cost of generating steam that the

nitch lies. Since canital costs comprise + far the

largest portion of the total costs. nuclear engineers

have tried to reduce them in order to make nuclear rezsc-

tors competitive with conventional boilers. Writing in

1958. Mr. Maver estimated that the capital costs of a

410 Mwt reactor must fall around two million dollars in



order to produce steam at sixtv-five cents per million

3.7.0.1 He does not give any details of his cost esti-

nates, but probably he includes conventional fuel at

thirtv cents per million B.T.U. or so. For high fuel

regions, therefore. nuclear reactors could be a little

hit more expensive and vet be competitive.

Capital costs varv immensely with reactor type

and size. Table 3.1 should give some idea as to the

difference in capital costs of the different reactor

types. To do justice to the role of capital costs in

steam generation, we would like to break them down into

still smaller components. They might be said to be

~omprised of:

L)
2)
3)

Site
Reactor building
Reactor vessel and the internals
Reactor instrumentation

| Site: In the early days of atomic energy,

scientists and engineers were verv conscious as to the

health hazards of nuclear fission. Consequently, they

were somewhat over-cautious in their recommendatione

I—

"Mayer, Karl M., "The Market for Heat Reactors,’
Nucleonics, Vol, 16, No. 9 (Sept. 1958).



TABLE 3.1

CAPITAL COSTS OF 1
JIFFERENT REACTOR TYPES

Reactor Type

Pressurized Water Reactor

Boiling Water Reactor

Organic Moderated Reactor

Fast Rreeder Reactor

Sodium Gravnhite Reactor

Aqueous Homogeneous Reactor

Sodium Cooled Heavy Water

Cost per
Kw thermal

or

~
&gt; oN

"

1 "N

150

160

186

215

‘Source: United States Atomic Energy Commission,
"Atomic Energy Facts," 1957. ». 100.



as to distance of a nuclear plant from inhabited dis-

cricts. In 1950. for example, it was thought that a

180 MW reactor would need 220 square miles of area.

At $50 per acre this amounted to $40 per KW. In 1955.

due to experience and use of containment structure, the

cost was brought down to $3 per KW, and on land closer

ro urban areas costing around $500 per acre. In future.

as more information becomes available. it is quite likely

“hat some stipulations against possible health hazards

would prove unnecessary. Even though site costs are

higher for nuclear plants than for conventional plants.

they form only 2% of the total costs of a process steam

reneration plant. ?

For paper mills located in remote areas the site

2lement in total capital costs might be even less signi-

ficant. For some already established plants. the alter-

native cost of land might be negligible.

"Maxson, R.D., "Trends in Nuclear Power Costs,
National Industrial Conference Board, Minutes of the
4th Annual Conference on Atomic Energy in Industry
(New York Board: 1955) p. 99.

2Ibid., p. 97.
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- Reactor building: Cost of site has been

tos
Lo €

reduced partly through improved shielding and containment

structure. The shield, along with instrumentation, is

thought to be one of the items which costs about the same

whether the reactor is 10 MW or 100 MW. Since we are

dealing primarily with small reactors, the cost of shield

per kilowatt of capacity is likelv to run quite high.

1 Reactor vessel and the internals: Selection

2f st -uctural materials for the reactor vessel and pip-

ing, etc... is important from two points of view. Firstly

dangers of corrosion and irradiation would be verv much

snhanced if a wrong choice is made. This danger is fur-

‘her aggravated in view of the fact that less than satis-

factory knowledge is available in certain fields of

nuclear technology. Secondly, structural materials have

3 significant bearing on the costs. Indeed. choice of

structural materials is perhaps the area in which most

sienificant cuts in cavital cost can be effected.

Bv structural materials we mean cladding material

as well as the material used for the pressure vessel and

the primary system. Considering the limited performance



demanded from a process-heat reactor (in regard to

pressure and temperature) carbon or low alloy steel can

be used to construct the pressure vessel, piping, heat

exchanger. pumps. ete. In water-cooled svstems carbon

steel will. of course. corrode at a faster rate than

stainless steel, but it is possible to maintain the pH

under 10-11. This can be achieved bv reasonably sized

additions to the water quality control system. For

Organic Moderated Reactors, however, there is no problem

rf corrosion.

For cladding the nuclear fuel, aluminum and zir-

conium are the two choices. At present, aluminum is the

cheaper of the two. Under pressures of 30 psi or so a

combination of aluminum cladding and carbon steel can

perhaps be used. However. at &amp; steam pressure of 200 psi.

which is the requirement of a paver plant. the conditions

night be too alkaline for aluminum cladding to be feasible

Under these conditions. the more expensive zirconium has

ro be used as the cladding material. It should be remem-

bered, however, that aluminum cladding is economical only

50 long as the price differential between aluminum and
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zirconium exists. As the differential shrinks, the

better corrosion characteristics of zirconium would

Jefinitely make it a better choice.

[t is. perhaps, pertinent to point out here that

no carbon steel svstems have actually been operated.

All past experience lies in the field of stainless steel

systems. It was partly due to the fact that the cost

differential between carbon steel and stainless steel was

not important enough in o power reactor. For this reason

certain research and developmental work might be called

for if carbon steel is to be used. It has been shown bv

many tests, however. that corrosion rate can be made accep-

rable by using standard methods of water quality control.

 NY Instrumentation and control: BRecause of the

experimental stage of nuclear svstems. thev are charac-

terized by somewhat elaborate instrumentation and control

apparatus. Tovestment on such things tends to remain the

same whatever the power level of the reactor might be.

After greater experience with nuclear reactors. and after

 heEP

Argonne National Laboratories, "Study of 40 Mwt PWR,
BWR and OMR for Production of Process Steam,'' (ANL 6009.
1959) P. 15.



they are more widely understood, it would be possible

to dispense with a part of the instrumentation and

share another small part between many reactors. These

days. for example. the designer constructs self-suffi-

cient plants. Structures like the overhead cranes for

replacing fuel elements are, however, used verv little.

Under these circumstances, it is quite possible to design

nobile cranes that would service a number of reactors.

In conclusion, we might sav that even though the

cost of instrumentation remains the same irrespective of

he size of the reactor. there is ample likelihood that

~he need for such instrumentation will decrease as men

recome more familiar with nuclear systems.

R. Fuel costs: Choice of fuel lies between

natural uranium and uranium oxide. Thev micht. of course

be enriched with Usyss to any desired degree, depending

» the reactor design.

Difference between metallic uranium and uo,. SO

far as the nuclear properties of the reactor are concerned

is verv little. On the other hand, uo, has certain very

definite advantages with regard to corrosion damage.



Uranium and thorium corrode badly in high temperature

water. For slightly enriched reactors, it is very diffi-

cult to find a low-cross-section alloy that will make

these materials corrosion-resistant. For water-cooled

reactors. there are the following solutions to the cor-

rosion problem:

1) High alloying
2) Use of uo,

1) High alloving: We might give an excerpt from

che proceedings of the Atomic Industry Forum that very

aptly sums up the situation in this respect:

It is highly unlikely that cladding can be
sufficiently perfect to never expose the
uranium to the coolant water...The other
possible solution is to add something to
the uranium to improve its characteristics,
vhich can be done by making a uranium alloy,
such as uranium-molybdenum, uranium-silicon.,
aranium-niobium.

All alloying elements that improve the radi-
ation damage resistance or the corrosion
resistance properties of uranium alloys tend
to give poor neutron economy, inasmuch as the
alloying elements have a relatively high cross-
section for capture of neutrons. Even if neu-

tron economy is ignored, none of the alloys
are suitable from both a corrosion-resistant
and radiation-damage viewpoint. This means
that either the life is seriously limited
by radiation damage or by corrosion damage



or both. The radiation may cause a rupture
of the cladding and subsequent failure of
one element due to corrosion, or the cor-

rosion may be initiated by cladding defect.
In either event, after several days of
exposure to the hot water all of the uranium
alloy and the contained fission products in

the affected usd might be released in the
~nolant stream.

2) Use of uranium oxide: While alloying of

uranium is full of the complicated problems outlined

above. uranium oxide. because of its resistance to cor-

cosion provides an excellent fuel. To draw once again

from the proceedings of the Atomic Industry Forum:

Cranium dioxide is an excellent material
for the natural uranium fuel element be-
cause it is completely inert in high
temperature water and is also satisfac-
tory from a radiation damage viewpoint
for a relatively high burn-up. The uranium
oxide can readily be cold compacted into
pellet form and then sintered to increase
the density to in excess of 907% of theore-
tical density. By mass production techni-
ques, the dimensions can be ground to
extreme accuracy and the uranium dioxide
loaded into zincaloy tubing. The enter
temperature of the uranium oxide fuel
elements mav be as high as 2200°F 2

“As quoted in Etherington Nuclear Engineering
Handbook (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1958) p. 12-61.

?
“Ibid., p. 12-62.



aiscussion of fuel costs would be incomplete

without giving a word about enrichment, even though

full justice cannot be done to this topic in a study

such as ours.

The economics cf enrichment are essentially a

question of balancing advantages that high enrichment

b&gt;ffers in the field of reactor design, size and longer

rurn-up against the higher costs of enriched fuel.

Natural uranium reactors ave to maintain an

f +1.ain cr’remaini der totron economy 1n OYi Vv neusrr-raordinar

cal. Recause of this thev are usuallv large in size.

Since Aa process steam reactor should be compact, natural

uranium is not well-suited for our purpose. Furthermore

natural uranium reactors must use such low cross-section

materials as D.0 and graphite. To the extent that the

incremental cost of these e~mengive materials is more

“han the incremental cost of Upacs for given design

parameters. enrichment would prove more economical. It

night also be pointed out that enrichment need not be

very high to bring about a significant increase in neu-

tron yield. As a matter of fact, the steepest gains



in the neutron yield are made in the range of 0.7% - 5%.

(See Ex. 3.1)

Another advantage of slight enrichment lies in

rhe fact that increased burn-up cuts down actual repro-

cessing and fuel refabrication costs. Thus, doubling

he fuel life. halves these costs.

These advantages of slight enrichment must be

seighed against the higher costs of enrichment. Ex. 3.2

&gt;ives an idea of how costs of fuel varv with enrichment.

Briefly, then. these are the factors that should

determine the percentage of Usac in the fuel. General

opinion seems to be in favor of slight enrichment as

against natural uranium. The exact percentage of Uae

can. however, only be determined after the design is

known. As Mr. Starr puts it. "First. he (the reactor

designer) must determine the optimum enrichment for his

reactor concept and the subsequent power costs associated

“Both Ex. 3.1 and Ex. 3.2 are taken from:

Starr, Chauncey, ''Fuel Enrichment and Reactor Performance,"
Progress in Nuclear Energy, Series VIII (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1959) pp. 213-215.
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with optimum design, and then compare this cost with

-hat of other systems."

C. Operating and Maintenance: Operating costs

of an atomic reactor should not be expected to be any

different from the oper~ting costs of a conventional

Soiler.

Although some of the research staff that have

been on the pavroll of nuclear reactors un to this time

would not be needed once a process steam reactor design

Ls confirmed, a greater number of srecialists would be

required to operate an atomic plant as compared to a

conventional boiler. However, the total staff would

perhaps be smaller. It might be pointed out here that

even 1f the costs for a reactor are different from those

bf a boiler, it makes only a slight difference to the

steam costs per million R.T. UU.

Maintenance costs of a nuclear reactor, in general

depend on the complexity of the system. It might be very

axpensive to repair a part that was designed as inacces-

sible. Besides simplicity of design, use of standard

parts can also cut down maintenance expenses.
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Basis of Process Steam Costs

Selection of reactor types and power range:

[n Chapter I, we considered the reactor types that might

conceivablv be used for process steam generation. They

were: a) the pressurized water reactor. b) the boiling

water reactor, and c¢) the organic moderated reactor.

[n Chanter 2. we discussed the steam requirements

of a pulp and paper mill. An average pulp or paper mill

we said can use a 20 megawatt (thermal) plant at 80%

load factor. while the largest mills might use reactors

of as much as 100 megawatt (thermal) capacitv. From our

interviews, we gathered that very few pulp mills would

oo above 500 tons per dav. Such a mill would need a

0 Mwt steam plant at 80% load factor.

As we have pointed out earlier, the size of the

reactor plant has a very significant effect on the capi-

tal costs per kilowatt (thermal), and thus on the annual

capital charges. It is essential. therefore, for us to

studv the costs in each power range separatelv. In the

following paces we would consider three reactor sizeg:

20 Mwt, 40 Mwt, and 100 Mwt and over. These reactor
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sizes are merely meant to represent broad power ranges,

#hile the first category is most easily found in indus-

try, it is the second categorv which technically lends

itself to economies of size as well as reactor material.-

The third category, even though it does not permit

the use of such materials as carbon steel and aluminum

~ladding, has the lowest capital cost per kwt. Use of

such reactors is, however, limited in the pulp and paper

industyv because of their gize.

Not onlv must we differentiate reactors by size,

but we must also consider each tvpe separately. In the

bast literature. different reactor tvpes have verv often

heen grouped together so far as their economies go. This

is somewhat misleading since there are substantial differ-

ances in the cost structures of adaifferent reactors. Such

differences are important even for such similar types as

he PWR and the BWR. OQur task is then to consider the

“hree reactor sizes in each reactor type. Unfortunately,

his cannot be done with respect to the Organic Moderated

‘Ritzman, Robert W., "History, Cbjectives and
Program of Experimental Low-temperature Process Heat
Reactor," USAEC No. IN-31, 1959, p. 1.



Reactors. It is only recently that they have come on

the nuclear scene and verv little is known about their

actual costs. We shall consider only one 40 Mwt Organic

Moderated Reactor for which reasonably reliable design

and cost figures are available.

Most of the data in the field of nuclear techno-

logy pertain to power generation. There are two somewhat

lifferent ways cf arriving at process steam costs from

these data: Wi oan either start from the basic design

and consider the changes that would have to be made.

and their effect on the costs, in order to generate pro-

cess steam with the same apparatus: or. we can take

darticular reactors with operational experience and

attempt to reduce their power costs to process steam

~osts under certain assumptions.

The first approach is out of the question because

of time considerations. not to mention the author's lack

of ability. Tt is the second approach that is used here.

Yor greater accuracy we have based our cost estimates on

reactors that have either been in actual operation for

some time or that have been designed with a certain degree



&gt;f thoroughness. Thus, costs for -

20 Mwt PWR are derived from a 1958 study based on
APPR (Army Package Power Reactor).

+0 Mwt PW? are derived from an ANL Process
Reac yee ion,

Steam

100 Me TT derived from the Yankee Atomic Reactor

20 Mwt BWR are derived from the American Hydrotherm
study.

40 Mwt BWR are derived from th.

Reactor design.
~ , Process Steam

LOCO Mwt BWR are derived from the Dresden Atomic Reactor.

40 Mwt OMR are derived from the ANL Process Steam

Reactor design.

Before deriving the cost estimates for these

reactors. we must establish certain assumptions under

which power costs are to be reduced to process steam

costs as well as other assumptions with respect to the

interest rate, rate of return. etc. This will be the

subject of the next few paragraphs.

Assumptions underlying the cost analysis: With

“he above framework of costs in mind. we are readv to

zet down to individual reactors. Before doing that,



however, it is wise to clearly state the assumptions

ander which the costs are arrived at. They are:

1) The load factor for all our estimates is

assumed at 80%. Since the load factor in a pulp or

. or, 1 * »

paper plant is close to 90%. ours is quite reasonable

an assumption.

2) Next we must make an assumption as to the

thermal efficiency between the reactor and the electric

generator. George Perazich uses a figure of 35% for his

, 2 . .

calculations. Considering the fact that almost all

reactors overating in the United States (or. in other

parts of the world, for that matter) have net effi-

ciencies less than 307.3 or thermal efficiencies of

about 30%. a figure of 35% seems a bit too high to us.

Fortunately, for most of the reactors considered below

actual thermal efficiency is available and we need not

“Dobrow, Morris C., '"Paper Production and Capa-
city Survey,' Paper Trade Journal, Vol.142, (February 24
1958), p. 39.

2perazich, George, "Nuclear Process Heat in
Industry," Washington National Planning Association,
1958. p. 13.

Sipirectory of Nuclear Reactors,'" International
Atomic Energy Agency, Vol. 1, 1959.



enter into any conjectures. In those circumstances

where actual information is not obtainable. we would use

“he figure of 30%.

3) We must also make certain assumptions regard-

ing the annual charge per vear. Again. for manv of the

following reactors, we would use the rates arrived at by

che respective authorities. For others, we would use 15%

as annual capital charge, including the rate of return on

equity capital. This reoresents 7% for depreciation. 5%

for cost of monev, and 3% for insurance and taxes.

4) For some of the reactors considered below,

capital costs for the reactor plant are aggregated with

he power plant. We must therefore find some means to

divide them between the two. We would use the following

formula to estimate the power plant cost, By subtracting

“It might be of interest to note the effect of
a 10% error in the capital cost estimates, on the
annual capital charge. Take the example of a 40 Mwt
nuclear power plant that costs $4 million. If the
costs of the reactor are assumed at 60% of the total.

capital charge per year (at 15% and 80% load factor,
20 year life) comes to 40¢. If the reactor share is
assumed at 70%, annual capital charge per year is



he costs thus obtained from the total costs we would

astimate the capital cost of the nuclear plant. Here

is the formula: t

”

WW) +250 27% + 330.000

vhere

wt = Capital cost of the power
plant in dollars

3 Rating of the
in electrical

power plant
kilowatts

Je also need to make some assumption as to the

1llocation of operating costs. Elimination of the power

nlant cannot be expected to bring about a proportionate

reduction in all the overhead items. Most of the high-

salaried specialists would remain, even if no power is

cenerated. Under these circumstances. a reduction of

one-third of the total operating costs seems to be the

most likely.

3) ‘The last, but one of the most important

assumptions. pertains to those pul» and paper mills

which generate their own electricity. Costs for process

“Williams, Donald G., 'The Economics of Small
Military Nuclear Power Plants, Management and Atomic
Energy, (NICB, 1958). p. 91.





steam derived here are pertinent only to those mills

which buv their electric power. To obtain reasonable

ficures for others. we would have to allocate a plethora

of overhead costs between electric power and process steam

While this can be done for specific plant designs, no

seneralized analysis can be made that would be useful.

Jowever., costs derived here should be of interest to all

mills as first approximations in the field of nuclear

process steam.

Jost of Process Steam from Pressurized Water Reactor

Army Package Povey Resear Designed for the

production of heat and electricity for remote locations

it went into operation in April. 1957. at Fort Belvoir.

Virginia. It uses highly enriched fuel (93%) and it can

yperate without refueling for a vear. As we would

"For more information. see:

Power Reactors, USAEC. 1930

Nucleonics, Vol. 15, No. 3, August, 1957.
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presently see, steam produced with this reactor is very

expensive. Its cost structure is nonetheless of interest

“0 us since it is one of the few low-output pressurized

vater reactors in op-ration.

The following cost data are based on an article

by Colonel Donald G. Williams. Capital charges follow

from the equation:

m
a 300°? + 570.000

here,

~
WW Capital cost in dollars

1 = Rated heat output in thermal
kilowatts

Total capital cost amounts to S1.7 million. Annual

capital charges are obtained at 15% and the plant life

is assumed at 25 vears. Operation costs are derived

From power costs for small reactors given in the same

article.

Fuel costs, if enriched uranium is used, are 110

cents per million B.T.U. (based on 15 mills per electric

{.W.H.). Such a high enrichment was nc "rated bv the

Williams, Op. cit., pp. 90-94.
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special purposes for which the reactor was designed.

The reactor design can be varied, without significantlv

adding to the capital costs, to use slightly enriched

aJranium. Consequently, in the estimates below we would

1se the fuel cost estimated for the 40 Mwt Argonne

National Laboratorv Reactor Desien. :

Cost Estimates for a 20 Mwt
Pressurized Water Reactor

(Rased on APPR-1)

Item Cents/mill. B,T.U.

Capital Charge
(including initial
fuel inventorv)

Operating Costs

fuel

Total

21

156

40 Mwt Argonne National Laboratory Pressurized Water
Reactor for Process Steam

Descriptionofthereactor: Under a request from

the AEC, the Argonne National Laboratory made a specific

“See page
2. : . , . ,

This discussion is primarily based on two sources:

7) Argonne National Laboratory, "'Studv of



study of process steam reactors. A product of expert

and thorough design, this is the best available infor-

nation source in the field of process steam. We would,

therefore. describe it in much greater detail than we

have done in the case of the small APPR or the Yankee

Atomic Reactor. Especially, we would like to point out

hose features of this reactor that have contributed to

1 reduction of costs of process steam.

General Plant Nesign: Ex. ~ and Ex. © J des-

cribe the general plant design. The reactor is enclosed

by a containment vessel 56 feet in diameter and 70 feet

in height. All the primary equipment is installed in the

containment vessel. The process steam condensate deaera-

“ion, and feedwater treatment plus the demineralized

water make un for the primarv circuit are located outside

he containment vessel. All other operating equipment is

Installed in a room adiacent to the containment vessel.

The entire plant is located in an area of little

nore than two acres. It is assumed that access roads.

40 Mwt PWR, BWR, and OMR for Production
of Process Steam! (ANL-6009, 1959).

3») ANL-6009. Addendum.



plenty of electricity and service water at 60°F. are

available in the neighborhood.

summary of the most salient data for the reactor

Ls given in Table 3.2. Some of the features would be

civen greater attention in the following paraceraphs.

Fuel: One of the basic design criteria of the

reactor core was low enrichment and high burnup. This

was primarily done through a high non-water to core water

ratio.

The fuel used in this reactor is uranium oxide in

pellet form with 1.8% enrichment. Although UO, is expen-

sive, the authors of the ANL studv expect its price to go

down with growing demand and with new techniques such as

oxides swaged in tubes. Eighty-four UO, pellets are

enclosed in a zircalloy tube of 0.5" 0.D. 0.02" wall

thickness. and 43.875" lone. There is some debate as te

“he suitabilitv of aluminum as cladding. But general

consensus of oninion seems to indicate that corrosion

rates of aluminum-with carbon steel svstem-would he

intolerably high at a pressure of 196 psia. If the steam

pressure is around 30 psia. as might be the case in a



TABLE 3.2

SALIENT DATA FOR 40 Mwt PWR

Power, Mwt

Core diameter, inches

Core length, inches

Core volume, liters
Coolant

Primary flow rate, 1lb./hr.

Inlet temperature, °F.

Dutlet temperature, °F.

Pressure, psia

Enrichment, %

Initial loading of uranium, Kg

Burnup, Mwd/M.T.
Process Steam Conditions

Flow rate, 1b./hr

Temperature. Op.

Pressure, psia

40. ¢€
42

L2

0513

Water

4.22 X 10°

400

430

300

|

3,380
17.200

1.25 X 10

330

196
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non-integrated paper mill where steam is only desired

for the dryers, aluminum cladding can be used to bring

about &amp; further reduction in the capital costs. Sixtv-

four such fuel rods make up one sub-assembly. and the

core is made up of fifty-two sub-assemblies. The initial

loading in the core is 3380 kg.

Pressure Vessel and other Internals: It is in the

construction of the pressure vessel and the internal struc-

ture that most of the capital cost savings are accomplished

“mphasis is primaril- placed on inexpensive structural

material and a simplicity in desien.

The pressure vessel is 56" inside diameter, 168"

deep bv 2.5" thick. and is made of SA212B carbon steel

(See Ex. 3.4) The upper and side thermal shields are

nade of 17% boron steel. The fuel containment frame is

nade of 0.125" thick zircallov formed and welded into an

assembly of 52 fuel cavities and 12 control rod cavities.

The thermal shields. lower grid. and fuel containment

frame mav be assembled outside the reactor and lowered

into position. The control rods are comprised of 27%

boron stainless steel blade and a zircalloy clad uo,



follower. As might be expected, it has been designed

for rugged conditions under minimum of servicing. Since

the control rods are made after proved design, they should

be expected to assure the safety of the reactor under

awtreme conditions.

Primary Cooling System and Water Quality Control:

Jherever possible standard parts are utilized to make ur

the primary cooling svstem. The svstem is designed and

built according to ASME codes, under certain pressure and

~emperature specifications.

The steam generator is a two-pass shell and U-tube

type heat exchanger approximately 84" 0.D. and 25' lone.

The heat transfer surface is made un of 975 Monel tubes

per pass. Monel is used for the tubes because of itg

ability to stand high chloride concentrations and corrosion

The pnpressurizer vessel is made up of carbon steel.

Pressure is always maintained above the saturation pressure.

Ton exchangers are used to maintain the puritv of

-he water. The water is maintained at a hich pH bv lithium

botassium or ammonium cation resins. Hvdrogen gas is dis-

solved in the reactor coolant to induce recombination of



~ E

che water dissociated in the reactor core.

Full arrangements have been provided for the dis-

bosal of wastes from the plant. All wastes are collected

in two 3000 tanks where thev are monitored before being

released to the plant sewer.

The shielding: Inside, + » protect the pressure

vessel, thermal shields of boron steel are used. Qutside.

3'"" of steel and 4' of concrete are provided to absorb all

radiation. Height of the concrete outside the vessel is

13.5 feet. Steel is chosen instead of lead cr other

materials because of the ease with which it can be fabhri-

cated, it is self-supporting and has good strength charac-

teristics. The shielding above the core is provided by

about 6 feet of water which takes care of the fast neti

trons. and 4" of borated steel which keeps down the

capture gammas. Below the core. the shielding is pro-

7ided bv a 7" steel plate which is also used to support

the vessel. Since there is danger of primary cooling

system becoming radioactive. all the primarv svstem com-

ponents are provided with a concrete shield of 2 feet

~hickness.



rips

Instrumentation: Authors of the ANL study recom-

nend a certain change in the control philosophy. Accord-

ing t.: them more emphasis should be placed on annunciators

hat would alert the operators rather than provide auto-

natic control. The instrumentation in this reactor is.

-herefore. simpler than the instrumentation in most power

reactors. The primary system has also been made simpler

by providing only one loop and a minimum of motor operated

salves.

The Secondary System: There is nothing unusual

about the secondarv svstem. It is of conventional design

0
based on a return condensate temperature of 150 F. and

25% make-up (35.000 1b./hr.) at 60°F. Of course. the

nake-up might have to be varied in a pulp or paper mill.

This would depmend upon the amount of water that is absorbed

by the materials in process, or lost. The secondary system

1s composed of a deaerating make-up water heater. two

leaerating heater drain pumps, and a steam cenerator blcw-

down flash tank.

Containment: For the safety of the personnel and

-he neighborhood in the event of an accident, a containment



vessel is provided. Designed according to ASTM standards.

it will hold pressures of up to 27 psig. This is the

bressure that would result if the water in the primary

system were instantly released to the containment vessel.

Costs of Process Steam

Capital costs: Capital costs for the simple

reactor design described above were made bv Sargent and

Lundy in consultation with the Argonne National lLabora-

tories. The costs are largely based upon quotations.

Since a large number of standard parts were used. such

Juotations were easy to get. Table 3.3 gives the capital

cost estimates for the system. Table 3.4 gives the annual

* * * -* 1

~harge per million B.T.U. under different assumptions.

Je have chosen the costs that fit in with our original

assumptions. viz... 80% load factor, and 15% annual charge.

There might be some argument as to our use of the carbon

steel costs. In the past. only stainless steel systems

“Original cost estimates were given in cents per
thousand pounds of steam. To convert these costs into
rents per million B.T.U. we made the assumption that a
bound of steam roughly equals a thousand B.T.U.
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TABLE 3.3

40 Mwt PWR Capital Costs

Stainless
Steel

A-Land Not Incl.

B=3tructures fo 61,000

C-Equipment, Piping
etc. 1,489,450

112,000

22,000

D=Electtical

g=-Misc. Equipment

F=Personnel Traininc Nat Incl.

G=Startup Supervision Not Incl.

H{=-Contractor's over-
head and Profit Incl. above

Sub-total(A to H)

I-Contingency, 10%

J=Top Charges=15%

2,184,450

218,550

260.000

K=-Allowance for
Eaecalation Not Incl.

rand Total $2,763,000

Carbon and
low alloy
Steel

Not Incl.

3 561,000

1,270,750

112,000

22.000

Not Incl.

Not Incl.

Incl. above

1,965,750

196.250
224 000

Not Incl.

$2,486,000



TABLE 3.4

CAPITAL INFLUENCE ON STEAM COSTS
(Cents/million B.T.U.)

Annual Capital Chgs.
Plant Factor

PWR - Stainless Steel

Carbon Steel

BWR

OMR

wv

7

Total Plant
Capital Cost

S$ 2,763,000

2.486 ,000

2.225 .00C

/ £60,000

4
y



have been used since it was thought that stainless steel

did not make too much difference to the total costs of

1 nuclear power plant. Although, greater experience

has been gathered with stainless steel systems, we

believe carbon steel is auite compatible with zircalloy

~rlad fuel elements.

Fuel costs: Fu." charge is independent of the

load factor; it only depends upon the burnup. At a

hburnup rate of 17,200/Mwd/M.T., the PWR would have =

fuel charge of 20¢/10° B.T.U. The factors considered

in its calculation are price of uranium as UF,, conver-

sion of UF, to oxide or metal, processing charge, inclu-

ding conversion of uranium and plutonium nitrates to UF,

and plutonium metal and finally credit is taken for the

residual values of uranium and plutonium in the spend fuel

Fuel inventory: Fuel inventory is made up of the

following components--in addition to the fuel in the

reactor:

1) one month's supply of fuel in fabrication.
2° six months' supplv of new fabricated fuel
3) six months' supply of partially spend fuel

waiting to be reloaded.
three months' supply of spent fuel in the
decay storage, and one month's supply of
spent fuel in shipping and in process.



i

For purposes of determining an inventory charge:

') Total quantity of uranium is assumed to
have a rental charge of 4%, based on its

original value as UF.
A ¢% money charge is placed on all fuels
fabricated ahead of the reactor.
The fabricated value of the fuel in the
reactor is treated as a capital item
and is charged off at 8% or 15%. For
nur purpose, of course, we would use 15%.

Under the above conditions, assuming the load

Factor is 80%. fuel inventorv charges for the PWR come

-0 13¢/million RB.T.U.

Operating costs: Operating costs for the PWR

are estimated as follows:

Labor - direct

~- indirect

Supplies and Maintenance
Manufacturing Expenses

7C,000
13,000
L000
 ra

mmm." -

$1? cn ooo
oP:wf

At 8U% load factor the onerating costs come tu 17¢/10°%R.T.U.

Adding all the different components of nuclear pro-

cess steam costs, we come up with the following estimate

yf costs per million B.T.U.



®

Cost Estimates for 40 Mwt Pressurized Water Reactor
(Based on ANL Reactor design for 40 Mwt PWR Reactor)

[tem

Capital costs

Operating costs

Fuel

Fuel inventory charge (@15%

Total

Cents/million B.T.U.

~
-

93

Yankee Atomic Reactor

Description of the Plant: Rated at 500 thermal

Miwt, this reactor is our source for cost estimates for

100 Mwt and over range. It was designed by Westinghouse

and it i scheduled to go into full operation in 1960 at

Rowe. Massachusetts.

uel used in the Yankee Reactor is slightly enriched

(3.4%). One hundred fiftv sintered uo, pellets clad with

stainless steel form the fuel rod. Approximatelv 300

such rods comprise the core. The core itself is a right

circular cvlinder 74" diameter and 90" high. The reactor

"For more information see:

Power Reactors, USAEC, 1958.

Geneva Paper. P/1038. 1958



vessel is 31.5' in height and 9'" in inner diameter.

[t is clad with stainless steel on the inside. 3Shield-

ine is provided with a combination of steel ('5" thick)

and water. Concrete is used for biological shielding.

Cost of Process Steam: 1 Estimates of capital

~osts made in 1979 for this reactor are as follows:

Reactor plant

[nitial Core and
working capital

Total

3 29 900.000

5,106,000

S 35.000.00C

[o convert these capital costs into charge per

million B.T.U.. 80% load factor, 40 vear life and a 147%

innmual charce wag assumed. These are also the numbers

1sed bv the companv to calculate power costs. Fuel costs

for process steam were converted on the basis of 28%

thermal efficiency which is the thermal efficiency of the

reactor. Operating costs were also converted in the same

vav and then reduced bv one-third to take into account the

removal of power generating plant. Under these conditions.

~atal steam costs came to be as follows:

‘Based on data provided by
inergy Agency in the Directory of

International Atomic
Nuclear Reactors, 1959.



Item

Capital charges
for reactor

Fuel replacement

Operation and maintenance

Total

Cents/mill. B,T.U

41.0

28.7

11.5

81 2

Cost of Process Steam from Boiling Water Reactor

American Hydrotherm Corporation Reactor Design for

20 Mwt Boiling Water Reactor: Our cost estimates for a

20 Mwt BWR are based upon a reactor design produced by

-he American Hvdrotherm Corporation, under contract with

-he USAEC.

Description of the Plant: Designed specifically

for producing process steam. this reactor would have a

steam send-out cavacityv of 68 million B.T.U. per hour.

The steam temperature and pressure are 400°F. and 250

sig, respectively.

To give a general idea of the engineering features

5f this plant. it is perhaps best to quote directly from

-he Hvdrotherm studv:

“This discussion is based on Geiringer &amp; Goodfriend':
Potential Applications of Nuclear Energy for Process and
Space Heat in the United States, 1958.



The reactor will consist of a vertical
pressure vessel (designed to withstand
pressures up to 600 psig) in which the
fuel element core is arranged...All pri-
nary loop components in direct contact
with the coolant are fabricated out of
stainless steel...The fuel elements, con-
taining partly enriched uranium, are set
in a regular square pattern separated by
control rods...M-388, an alloy of nickel-
iron-silicon and aluminum with small
admixtures of copper, lithium, cadmium
and boron, has been chosen as the element
cladding material...Present expectancy is
that the reactor core would be replaced
after every 2-3 years of operation,
although this interval will probably be
lessened as reactor technology advances.

A containment vessel shall enclose the
entire reactor and heat exchanger. The
only lines leaving the containment vessel
shall be those lines carrying the steam
or high temperature water of the second-
ary system...Extensive use is made of
ordinary concrete as shielding material

in the plant. Radia} shield around the
reactor is &amp;' thick.

Cost of Process Steam: Since this reactor design

vas especially created for process steam generation, we

oxpect its cost estimates to be much more accurate than

hose for the 20 Mwt Pressurized Water Reactor, which

vas based upon the Armv Package Power Reactor. Table 3.5

“Ibid., p. 40, 41, and A-18.
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TABLE 3.5

Estimated Investment Cost for

20 Mwt BWR

Item
Site Preparation

Reactor Bullding

service Bullding

Reactor and Primary System

Auxiliary Systems

Direct Cost

Contingency

Engineering SErvices

Profit

~ Tul,

Cost

41,500

235,500

32,000

533 200

287.800

282,500

253.100

176, 600

$1,130,000

$1,940,000



Se!

vo
tf

&amp;

sives the detailed capital costs for this plant.

Although operation and maintenance costs for this

reactor were also calculated with equal accuracy, we

ould refrain from giving their details here. In the

study of Hvdrotherm Corporation, the annual capital

~harces were made on a rate of 6.3%; we have converted

hem to 15%. We have also modified the fuel inventory

~harges in light of the Argonne study.l A blanket rate

~f 4% used in the Hvdrotherm study does not take into

account the d.fferent kind of inventories, and seems

rather low to us.

Inder 80% load factor, 15% annual charge, using

low-entrichment fuel. we have the following estimates

For the 20 Mwt process steam reactor:

Cost Estimates for a 20 Mwt BWR
Based on Hvdrotherm Reactor Design)

Item

Capital charge
Operating cost
Fuel
Fuel inventory

Total

Cents/millinon RT 11.

55
31
28
18

132

‘Argonne National Laboratories, Op. cit.
rp. 109-110.



40 Mwt Argonne National Laboratory Boiling Water Reactor
for Process Steam

Description of Plant: Our cost estimates for the

40 Mwt R¥™ a based on the ANL design. Designed espe-

~iallv for the generation of process steam, this reactor

is based on proved BWR design. It can be built without

Further research and development, although some items.

such as the use of carbon steel instead of stainless

steel. might be further clarified with greater infor-

nation.

Refore giving the cost estimates for process steam.

we would like to give more details about this reactor

design.

General Plant Design: The reactor is contained

in a vessel 5A' in diameter and 77!' over-all height.

A general idea of the inside of the reactor building can

ye obtained from Ex. 3.7 to Ex. 3.8. A brief summary of

rhe reactor characteristics is given in Table 3.6.

Fuel: uo, in pellet form and clad with Zr-2 is

assed as fuel in this reactor. The rods have an outer

“Argonne National Laboratories, Op. cit., pp. 41-71.



SALIENT DATA FOR 40 Mwt BWR

Power, Mwt 40.6

Core diameter, 1lnches

Core length, inches

Core volume, liters

Coolant

56.3

50)

DUUD

water

Primary flow rate, lb./hr.

Inlet temperature, °p.

1.39 X 10°

239

Outlet temperature, fp. 427

Pressure, psia 233

Enrichment, % 2 -
y

Initial loading of uranium, Kg 10,390

Burnup, Mwd/M.T.

Process Steam Conditions

Flow rate, 1b./hr.
r

«2H X 10-

Temperature, Op 380

Pressure, psla 196
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diameter of 0.555" and a length c¢£
”~

The fuel element

~onsists of a 9 X 9 array of fuel rods. In the core

itself a total of 60 fuel elements is used under normal

~onditions.

Pressure Vessel and other Internals: Design of

“he pressure vessel is of maximum importance for a boil-

ing water reactor. In this case the pressure vessel has

been designed according to the Boiler Safety Act of 1952

which gives specific instructions as to the design of

nuclear boilers. The pressure vessel is made of carbon

steel with a lining of 0.1875" thick stainless steel.

The vessel has a nominal inside diameter of 84'' with a

height of 25'3". The core is supported bv a 6" thick

xrid. The top surface of the grid is located 6' above

-he bottom of the vessel. There are nine control rods

0 ensure the safe opberation of the reactor. All of

~-hem are made of 29 boron steel.

Primarv cooling system: The primary system is

made of stainless steel. The reboiler. which does not

have as intense corrosion problems as the primary system

Ls made of carbon steel. The reboiler is a horizontal



shell and tube 58" in diameter and 22' long. The

primary system is cooled inside 816 tubes, 0.75" in 0.D.

27' long Monel tubes.

Shielding: Enough shielding is provided to accom-

lish a radiation level of 100 mr/hr (outside of the

unpenetrated shield). The entire vessel is surrounded

by 3" of insulation and 1" of lead bonded to 0.5" of

carbon steel plate. Besides providing shielding, the

steel also provides a support for the lead. At the very

sutside. 4' of ordinar- concrete are placed. Around the

reactor the concrete thickness is 7'. Water. steel. and

removable concrete blocks are used to provide protection

in the axial-1m direction.

Instrumentation, Secondary System, and Containment:

All. of these in the case of the BWR are exactly similar

ro those for the PWR. The containment is desicned to take

account of the water in the primary svstem as well as a

zirconium-water reaction involving 25% of the zirconium.

Capital Costs: Capital costs for the 40 Mwt BWR

are given in Table 3.7. Just like the PWR, thev have been

based on quotations. The charge per million B.T.U. is



TABLE 3.7

BWR CAPITAL COSTS

A-Land
B=-Structures
l. Ground Improvements
2. Reactor plant structure
3. Service building
4, Lighting
&gt;e Misc. Permanent Structure
5. Electrical for structures

Total Structures

Not included

25,000
390, 000
167,000

13,500
17,000
5,000

¢ 617,500

C-Equipment, Piping etc.
l. Equipment 759,050
2. Piping and Insulation 150,000
3. Instrumentation 118,500
4, Total Equipment, Plping etecy1,027,550

D=-Electrical
1. Auxiliary equipment
2, Temporary Power and light
3s Misc. Power Plant equipment

Total Electrical

-Miscellaneous Equipment
|. Health-Physics
2. Office and locker roon
5 Machine shop
4. Fire Fighting Equipment

Total Misc. Eouivment

F~Personnel Training Program

G-Start-up Supervision

H-Contractor's Overhead &amp; Profit
Sub-total(A through H)

[-Contingency-10%
Sub-total

J=Top Charges
K-Allowance for Escals’ion

rand Total

# 80, 000
7,000
6,000

93,000

17,000
3,500

not included
1,500

$ 22,000

Not Included

Not Included

Included above

 175,950
$1,936,000

290,000
Not included

£2,226,000



given in Table 3.4. Costs under 80% load factor and

15% annual charge are 39¢/10%8.T. 0.

Fuel Costs, Inventory Costs, and Operating Costs:

All these costs are derived under exactly similar condi-

tions as those for the PWR. They are as given below:'!

Cost Estimates for a 40 Mwt Boiling Water Reactor
(Rased on ANL Design for 40 Mwt Reactor for Process Heat

Item
Capital charges

Operating cost

Fuel

Fuel inventory

Total

Cents/million B.T.U.
0)

28

36
120

Dresden Nuclear Power Station

Our cost estimates for Process steam from reactors

in the 100 Mwt and over range are based on the Dresden

Nuclear Power Station in Grundy County, Illinois.

Description of Plant: Rated at 626 thermal Mwt.

this reactor is designed bv the General Electric Companv.

E

For more information see:

Power Reactors, USAEC, 1958,

Geneva Paper. P/2372. 1958.
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[t uses sintered uo, of 1.5% enrichment in pellet form.

Aircallov-2 is used to clad the fuel elements. The

reactor vessel is made of carbon steel with 0.375" clad-

ding of stainless steel on the inside. It has an inner

diameter of 12' and a height of 40'. Enough shielding

Ls provided in the form of steel and concrete.

Cost of Process Steam: Since the reactor is not

scheduled to go into operation until 1960, onlv capital

costs are available at this moment. Even thev are lumped

together sn that there is no wav of separating the capital

cost of the power plant. We have, therefore, used the

, 1

squation

- 1 rr rt
76 + 330.000

co obtain the capital cost of the power plant. By sub-

-racting this from the total, we came up with a capital

cost of $22 million f-~ the reactor plant.’ The capital

charge per million B.T.U. was made on the basis of 80%

load factor. 15% annual capital charge, and 40 vears

plant life.

“See page

’Based on data provided by International Atomic
nergy Agency in the Directory of Nuclear Reactors, 1959
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Since the reactor uses fuel of the same enrichment

1s the ANL design for 40 Mwt BWR. we have used the same

Fuel costs in the both cases. The operating costs can

readily be estimated from the experience of the Yankee

Atomic Reactor, which is also rated over 100 Mwt.

After generating data from such different sources

ve arrived at the following cost estimates:

Cost Estimates for a 100 Mwt (and over) RWR
(Rased on Dresden Nuclear Power Station)

Item
Capital charges

Fuel inventory

Fuel cost

Operating costs

Total

Cents/m**14ion B.T.U.

2

12
101

Cost of Process Steam from Organic Moderated Reactor

40 Mwt ANL Organic Moderated Reactor Design for
1 . .

Process Heat: This design has been based on the Piqua

Jrganic Moderated Reactor. Modifications have been made

0 take account of the lower temperature reduirements.

Argonne National Laboratories, Op. cit., pp. 71-93.



TABLE 3.8

SALIENT DATA FOR 40 Mwt OMR

Power, Mwt

core diameter, inches

Core length, inches

Core volume, liters

Coolant

Primary flow rate, lb./hr.

Inlet temperature, rp

Outlet temperature, rp

Pressure, psila

Enrichment, %

40.6

48

18

| 475

Diphenyl

7.9 x 10°

LD1

450

75

|

Initial loading of uranium, Kg 7,650

Burnup, Mwd/M.T.

Process Steam Conditions

Flow rate. lb/hr.
0

Temperature, F

Pressure, psia

1.25 X 10°

280

196



Some of the more important features of this design are

&gt;iven in Table 3.8. The building illustrated in Ex. 3.10

ind Fx © “gs made € steel and concrete.

Friel: As pointed out in the ANL study. the fuel

for organic reactors 1s not very well established. There

are two wavs in which the fuel problem in an organic

reactor differs from that in the water-cooled reactors:

firstly, the organic moderator requires more surface for

heat transfer than water: and secondlv. organic coolant

permits the use of aluminum cladding as contrasted to

zirconium for the PWR and the BWR. The heat transfer

problem is solved b+ using uranium metal in the form of

plates instead of Uo,. To minimize the irradiation

damage to the metal and to give it greater strength, it

is alloved with molvbdenum (see page ). The alloy is

clad with 2S aluminum. Life of the fuel is limited by

radiation damace. High enrichment would be needed to

brevent that. Cost of such enrichment would. of course

he hich.

A fuel sub-assembly consists of 43 plates located

n a 6 .. 6" stainless steel box. The core itself consists
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rf 52 such fuel sub-assemblies.

Pressure Vessel and other Internals: Because of

the organic coolant. this reactor has no structural mate-

rial problem. In spite of the aluminum cladding for the

Fuel. carbon steel is quite suitable for the pressure

sessel and the primary system. The reactor vessel is,

therefore, made of carbon steel. The vessel is 0.625"

hick and approximately 30' in height. The inner thermal

shiel supnorts the core structure. The control rods,

just as in the case of the wat~r-cooled reactor, are made

A 2% boron steel.

The Primary Cooling System: Diphenyl was chosen

as © coolant because of its better heat transfer charac-

reristics, its low pumping power requirements, and its

low melting point. The authors of the ANL study are not,

however. completely satisfied with the coolant. The

affort is directed toward reducing the cost of the organic

~oolants and decreasing the decomposition rate. It is

nointed out that a favorable combination of these two

ran decrease the costs of steam from 109 to 5%.

Steam is produced in a conventional boiler with



r
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rhe organic coolant on the tube side and water and steam

yn the shell side. The boiler is a two-pass shell made

vf carbon steel. The tubes are C 775" in 0.". Monel tubes.

Coolant. or new injections of the organic liquid.

is purified through a process of continuous distillation

1sing the standard cil refinerv techniques.

Shielding: The inner shield is 1.5" thick. Outer

shielding is provided by a carbon steel cvlinder 6" thick

Biological shielding is ensured bv a column of ordinary

concrete 8' thick. The organic liquid and concrete blocks

&gt;rovide the shielding above the reactor vessel.

Containment: Since a rupture does not turn the

~oolant into vapor, nor is there any reaction between

he fuel and the organic coolant, the purpose of contain-

nent is to prevent any damage which might accompany the

ase of organic liquids. The hot coolant. for example, is

3 serious fire hazard. To prevent this from happening.

1» sprinkler svstem is provided and all electrical equipment

ls vapor proof.

Capital cost: Capital costs for the OMR were not

studied in as much detail as those for PWR and the BWR.
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TABLE 3.9

OMR CAPITAL COSTS

A-Land

B=Structures

C=Equipment, piping etc.

D=Electrical

E-Miscellaneous Equipment

F=Personnel Training Program

F=-Startup supervision

H=Contractor's Overhead &amp; Profit

(Sub-total A through H)

[-Contingency=~10%
Sub Total

J=Top Charges-15%

K=Allowance for Escalation

grand Total

Not included

B 561,000

1,090,000

112,000

22,000

Not included

Not Included

Included above

$1,785,000

179,000

1,964,000

296 . 000

Not included

52,260,000



As a matter of fact, little change is made from the esti-

nates for the PWR. The only change made from the PWR

~osts is in the item ( equipment piping, etc. These

~osts have been based on the Piqua organic moderated

reactor. Table 3.9 gives the capital costs per million

2. T.U.

Fuel, Fuel Inventory Costs, and Operating Costs:

Fuel and fuel inventory cost for the OM are

lerived from the same conditions that were annlied to

~he PWR and the BWR. The operating costs are slightlv

different from those for the water-cooled- teacftors.

The difference comes in because of the organic coolant

nake-un, Costs per million B.T.U. for the 40 Mwt OMR

are given below:

Cost Estimates for a 40 Mwt OMR for Process Heat
‘Based on ANL MOR Design for 40 Mwt Reactor)

[tem
Capital charges

Operating costs

Fuel

Fuel inventory

Total

Cents/mi”"+on B,T.U.

7°7

24

20
106
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Cost of Process Steam from Conventional Boilers

Cost of process steam from conventional boilers

ran be divided into three parts:

1)
2,
PP)

Capital Costs
Operating Costs

1 Fuel Costs

Capital Costs: Capital cost of boilers varies

from industry to industry, and no data are readily avail-

able. Even within an industrv there are wide variations

depending uncn the conditions in particular plants. Our

~anital cost estimates for conventional boilers are based

on the studv of Mr. Parvazich.” He based his costs partly

yi information derived from power plant eduipment manii-

facturers, since manv of them produce boilers for process

steam as well. Excluding all electrical equipment.

ir, Perazich estimated the cost of a steam plant at $65

0 S80 per electrical kilowatt. At 35% efficiencv this

amounts to S23 to $28 per Kwt. These costs are. however

For very large boilers producing high quality steam at

0
1000 F. or so. To produce steam at low temperatures and

pressures, many of the auxiliaries would prove unnecessary

Perazich. George. Op. cit., pp. 13-20



After adjusting for these different factors, Mr. Perazich

estimates the following capital costs for conventional

rollers:

L.

5C - 07 Mwti

Mwt

200 Mwt and up

Onerating costs:

$30/Kwt
25/Kwt
21x

* ~~ding tn ‘generally

accepted practices in conventional power plants.

Mr. Perazich varies his operating cost estimates for

difference in boiler size. He establishes a rance of

3.2 mills per electrical kilowatt for small units and

L.6 mills for large units. Assuming 25% thermal effi-

ciency. this amounts tn .” mills per Kwt for small boilers

ind .4 mills for large ones.

3 Fuel: Cost of fuel is the variable element in

our calculations. Tn a sense. this is the most important

Factor that would determine the use of nuclear process

steam reactors. In Table 3.10, where we bring the differ-

ant cost elements tngether we arrive at different cost

2stimates depending upon the difference in fuel costs.



TABLE 3.10

PROCESS STEAM COSTS FOR A CONVENTIONAL BOILER

Size Range

0 - 40}

SU L. 1

200 and over

Capital cost  Operatin~ Total cost with fuel at (per mill. B.T.U.

@ 80% load =~ _ Cost = 30¢ 40¢ 50¢ 60¢ 70¢

16 4 23.6¢ oo 110

1 L / 1

17 | /

"It is interesting to note that Prehn and Tarrice arrive at substantially
similar estimates in their study, Z&lt;ncess Heat Generation and Consumption,
1939-1967. (1958). The authors estimate total steam costs, less fuel,
@13% annual charge and 80% load factor, for a 150,000 1b./hr. boiler
(approximately 40 Mwt) at 42¢/million B.T.U.
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TABLE 3.11

Josts of Nuclear Process Steam per mill. BTU

Reactor Oper. Fuel Fuel Capital Total
glze cost inv. chercen

20 Mwt 304, 21¢

PWR 40 Mwt

100 Mwt 12 27

-_ 1Q6g
|

7

h1

156¢

93

R2
HE

20 Mwi

BWR 40 Mwt

100 Mwt ‘

SMR 40 Mwt 2
=p

wi

28.

 Zz

D1

-
7

2

oN

~~
F

23

20

| 32

120

1C1

106

For reactor sizes which do not give
the fuel inventory charge, the fuel
inventory costs are included in the
capital charges.
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Comparison of Nuclear and Conventional Process Steam Costs:

Nur comparison of nuclear and conventional process

steam costs ie essentially done graphically through

Fx. 3.13. and then through Ex. 32.14 to Ex. 3.16, which

are drawn under different assumptions as to the load

factor and the canital charge.

[n Ex. 3.13, we have simply put Table 53..0 and 3.11

&gt;n the grapli paver. Table 3.11, it will be noticed, is

nothing move than a summarv of cost figures derived pre-

viously in this Chapter. On the horizontal axis on the

ocraph, we have reactor or boiler size in megawatts: on

-he vertical axis, we have cost of process steam in cents

ser million B.T.U. Cost points for each reactor size are

plotted in the case of the PWR and the BWR. All the points

are then joined with a free-hand curve. Cost for the OMR

is onlv a point since we have estimates only for the 40

viat Yeactor.

Tt should be pointed out here that not all cost

boints deserve the same emphasis. While the cost esti-

nates for the 40 Mwt reactors, derived by the Argonne

ational Laboratories, and the 20 Mwt Boiling Water





Reactor (designed by Hydrotherm), are products of

expert research, cost figures for other reactors are

derived from power plant data, and involve extrapolation

In their estimation.

The horizontal lines, slightly sloping from left

ro right are the costs of a million B.T.U. of heat from

conventional boilers. Thev are plotted from Table 3.10

[t is apparent from the graph that, under the

oresent assumptions. the Roiling Water Reactor is out

of the range of economic feasibility. The organic

noderated reactor is just competitive in the 40 Mwt

range when fuel cost is 70¢/million B.T.U.: there is

very little likelihood of its being competitive in the

smaller category. For higher ranges, however, it would

be more than competitive if the cost of fuel remains at

70¢/million B.T.U. The Presczurized Water Reactor seems

0 be the most economical of all. Tt becomes competi-

rive with 60¢/million B.T.U. in as small a range as

38 Mwt or a paper plant producing approximately 350 tons

her dav

defore we close this section. a word is due as to



he use of this graph. It is meant to give a general

impression and rule out the most obvious cases. In a

region like the southern part c¢“ the United States, for

example. nuclear process steam reactors are clearly out

nf the picture. In areas like New England. on the other

hand. the competition between the conventional and the

1uclear fuels becomes closer. For a plant located in

1 corner of New Hampshire or Maine. cost of fuel might

he 60¢/million or more. (This point will be considered

in more detail in Chanter IV.) A chart like ours gives

an indication as to when a more refined engineering and

aconomic analysis might be fruitful for a given plant

location.

Effect of Changing the Assumption on Process Steam Costs:

Tnitially, we started with an assumption of a 807%

load factor and 15% capital charee. Since paper plants

have been operating around 80% load for aquite some time.

it is not an unreasonable assumption. In individual

~ases, however, a manufacturer might expect a load factor

yf 707% or 60% or less. For him. the economics of process
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steam would be substantially altered as is shown in

x. 3.14, As a matter of fact, both the OMR and the

BWR are thrown out. Even the PWR 7- t»~ Mgt range

is competitive only for fuel costs of 63¢/million B.T.U

and up. A 90% load factor, of course, has the reverse

of fect (Fx. 3.1%). Although BWR i=: still out of the

range of economic feasibility, OMR is competitive at

50¢., and PWR at 5Ce,

An annual charge &lt;-S124 was assumed to be com-

sosed of 7% depreciation. 5% cost of money, and 3% for

insurance and taxes. We do not have a precise idea as

0 the cost of capital for paver companies. but for some

~ompanies, it might conceivably be 3% or so.

Ex. 3.16 gives the cost of process steam under 87

annual charge and 80% load. As might be expected, the

~ffect is much more drastic than in the first two cases

A 40 Mwt PWR is competitive at as low a fuel cost as

38¢/million B.T.U. A 40 Mwt BWR is competitive at

50¢/million B.T.U.

50¢/million B.T.U.



TABLE 3.12a |

Cost of Process Steam@70% load, 15% Chg.

Reactor Capital Oper. Fuel Fuel Total
size charae cost inv.

PWR

BWR

OMR

20 Mwt 110¢
40 Mwt 3

100 Mwt

20 Mwt
40 Mwt,

100°

420 Mwt Bo

45¢
20
35
20

26

21¢ -——

20 14
176¢
103

jo¥ea a=

28 18 144
28 40 132

 a 110

2) D2 116

TABLE 3.12b
Cost nf Pwrneag Steam @ 00% losd 15% Che,

PWR

BWR

MR

20 MwtEw
| 00 5

”~
- 43

40 Mwt 2 a

35
15

28

- 4

Ce

21 -—- 141
20 12 85
CL — 74

28 18 123
oR “0 109

D 06

Cost ¢® Pwnregs Steam @ 80% load 8% Chg,

PWR

BWR

MR

N

I.

wT,
Iq,

70

z)

Sa

40 Mwt 21 23

39

oh

129: “10 70
2
20

100
9126 328 23

13 81

For reactor slzes which do not give
the fuel inventory charge, the fuel
inventory costs are included in the
capital charges.
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TABLE 3.13a

Boller Steam Costs at 70% load. 15% Charge

Boller
Size
(Mwt)

Capital
charge
(¢ per
n111.BTU)

10-40

50=100

200 &amp; Over 1_

Operating Total cost with fuel @
Cost (per mill, B,T,U,)

Op TTT
7 103¢ 113¢

94 104

55 65 75 85 95

TABLE 3.13Db

Boiler term (r=-%- -

10-40

50-100

200 &amp; Over 1C

CAF 1 AnA 127 Charge

99 109

60 70 90 100

52 62 72 82 92

 Ty
i)

J

TABLE 3.13c

Boiler Steam Cn~-~%~ 2+ 80” load, 8% Charge

10-40

50-100

94 104

56 66 76 86 96

49 59 69 T9 89200 &amp; Over









CHAPTER 4

Whether nuclear process steam reactors would

be of any Interest to the New England paper industry

In the future, depends upon two factors.

First of all, is there any chance at all for

further expansion of the paper industry in New England?

Although New England's share of the total U.S. produc-

tion has been steadily decreasing over the years, we

believe that the paper industry in the region will

expand because of the specialized nature of its produc-

tion, 1ts wood resources and its lower labor costs. In

8. later portion of this chapter we give more detailed

attention to this matter. First we derive the expec-

ted increase in pulp and paper production in the USA

from 1960-1970, and New England's share of it. We

then estimate the increase in New England's capacity

that would be needed to satisfy this demand.

Assuming that a certain increase in pulp, paper

and board production will take place, the second point

that would determine the industry interest in process

steam reactors is the cost of conventional fuel. In

the following pages we consider this point in greater

ietail.





Factors affecting the demand for paper &amp; board.

In order to provide a setting for the demand

for paper in the context of the entire economy, we

would briefly like to describe the factors that affect

it. In the following paragraphs, therefore, we analyze

the different factors that might be said to affect the

demand for paper and board. Although we would consider

almost all categories, we would give special attention

to newspring, printing paper and fine paper; these three

have a special place in New England. From Table 5-1

it would be noticed that tonnage-wise, these three com-

prise more than fifty percent of the total paper and

board production in New England.

Newsprint. Demand for newsprint is, of course,

closely tied with the expansion of the newspaper indus-

try and the reading habits of the people. Newspaper

circulation depends upon the shift of population from

rural to the urban areas, by the proportion of the adult

population in the country and individual family income.

ALl these three have been increasing in the post war

years and there is no sign of their abating. Nearly

70% of newspaper revenue is, however, derived from

advertising and the role of newspapers as advertising

nedium 1s very significant for the growth of the industry.
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Since 1945 newspaper advertising dollar volume has more

than tripled even though 1ts share of the total adver-

ising expenditure has decreased. In our economic

system advertising has become an integral part of the

process of production and distribution. Although various

other media have emerged over the years, each of them

has a speclal niche of its own and newspaper advertising

should be expected to keep its pace as the GNP and the

lisposable income expands.

Printing Papers. While one cannot tie down this

grade of paper to any specific product, its relation-

ship with the level of literacy and disposable income is

obvious. The following distribution is estimated for

the consumption of printing paper: Periodicals--34%;

books--10%; other publications==-9.5%; all other printed

products==-46,5%.

Substantially the same reasoning applies to perio-

dicals that applied to the newspaper industry. Circula-

tion of all general and farm magazines belonging to the

Audit Bureau of Circulations in 1956 was 183.2 million

per issue. From 1949 to 1955 advertising expenditure

in periodicals =-- which forms 60% of thelr revenue --

nas shown an annual increase of 10% and the increase is

continuing.
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TABLE 4-1

PRODUCTION OF PAPER AND PAPERBOARD MILLS IN NEW
ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES

(1954-in tons)

 f°
Total

Newsprint ) 487,946 16.94
issue )
Fround wood)300k
Tine
coarse
Special In-
dustrial

Absorbent
Sanitary 17¢ 4°2
contalner

Roard 110,119
Bending BRoard296,891
VYonbending

Board 103,527
Jpecial Pa-)

per pons)Stock -

cardboard ) 71,359
Net Machine

Board 54,614

Building Rea)per3uilding 199,755
Board J

TOTAL 2,879,905

of
U.S. 1954
40.6 1,202,471

22C °

2l ~

2c.
F

: ..Ny 2T gr
Ld

27." 500+ ~

12,0 1,385,895

1.7
8.

6,487,984
3,579,887

3 FQ 11.2 022,569

2 2~ 5. 1 ,200,37C

1.90 4,0 135,910

7 bv 2.900,870

100.00
~—

26.876 .242

v
A

weJL

CaBe
a »

. +

4

4.78
12,88

1.86

5.16

24.14
13.32

3.43

4,47

51

10.79

100.00

Source: 1.8. (Census of jan f-atr=mapg, 1954,



Consumption of books should be definitely ex-

pected to go up with the increase in school enrollment.

Based on tentative estimates of the U.S. Office of

Education the school enrollment should be expected to

reach 54 million in 1965 ag against 4.3 million in

LOR8.

With the advent of fast data processing machines

and the fact that more and more of the business work is

lone on paper, the expenditures on commercial printing

should go up with the expansion of industry.

Summarizing..."the tonnage of printing and fine

papers used in books, perlodicals and other printed

products (commercial printing) has been rising over the

postwar years, a trend that should continue. OQur rapid-

ly increasing population, expanding school enrollments,

rising level of education, higher personal income, in-

creased leisure, scientific and technological advances

that create new products and, individually and collec-

tively, are widening the market for books, periodicals.

ond other printed pProductsS...ec....ASs our economy conti-

nues to use printed products, adapting them to meet new

requirements, signs of accelerating growth mav be noted.

Among the factors that may be responsible is an increased

a8e of printed advertising and promotional material.
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particularly periodical advertising, direct mall ad-

rertising, and catalomaeg, tt

Fine Papers. The fine paver group includes

such papers as rag writing paper, chemical wood pulp

writing paper, bristols, cigaretite paper, etc. It is

evident that the use of fine papers, which are extensive-

ly used for soclal purposes besides providing the paper

for commercial printing, would grow with the population

and the standard of living.

Course and Special Industrigl Paper. One of the

fields in which paver has replaced many exlsting ma-

terials 1s the field of industrial paper. Paper has

replaced such materials as jute sacks, Industrial paper

should show a significant correlation with the index of

industrial production.

Container Foard. Container board comprises 25%

of all domestic production of paver and paperboard. Use

of container board 1s chiefly in the manufacture of

containers and shipping boxes. It was during the War

that the qualities of durability of container board were

realized more strongly than ever, and ever since, con-

tainer board has heen in an increasing use. Its growth

Lloommittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
"Pulp, Paper and Board Supply - Demand - 1957", Home
Report, No. 573. Po. T3=74.
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should be expected to continue with the rise in Indus-

trial production.

Demand for Paver and Paperboard in the U.S5..1960-70.

Our long range projections of pulp and paper de-

rand in the U.S.A. are based on a study of the Depart-

nent of Commerce entitled "Pulp Paper and Board Supply--

Demand". This is perhaps the best avallable estimate

&gt;f the future demand for the paper industry.

The original study was made in 1956 and demand

was forecasted through 1965. "The projections were made

of the level of general economic activity as measured

by gross national product--the output of all goods and

services in the economy; real disposable income--an

sverall measure of real purchasing power; and industrial

production--an index of the output of the manufacturing

and mining industries. On the basis of past relation-

ships shown between changes in domestic demand for each

crade group of paper and board and changes in the most

reneral measure of economic activity, 1t was possible

ho project demand for paper and board."

Regression equations were evolved for each of the

rarious kinds of paver and board. Disposable income and

°1pid., p. 32.
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production indices were used as the 1lndependent parameters.

Thev were, however, based upon the estimates of gross

national product.

In addition to the individual grade forecast,

aggregate demand for paper and board was also forecast.

This provided an independent check on the grade fore-

casts. In every case the totals obtained from these two

sources were strikingly similar.

As we stated earlier, the original Department of

Commerce forecasts were made only up to 1965. We ven-

tured to make the forecast for the year 1970 by using

he same regression equations. Estimates of the dispo-

sable income and the production index for 1970 were ob-

rained from the studies of the Stanford Research Insti-

rhe. It can perhaps be argued that the Department of

Commerce study is a bit obsolete and that the demand

Forecasts should be adjusted in light of the experience

in the last two or three years. However, as pointed out

in the study, the forecasts are designed to glve a

general trend of the demand and not forecast demand 1n

any particular year. Moreover, the study 1s based on

“Stanford Research Institute, "Production Trends
in the U.S. through 1975" (1957) and "Income Trends in
the U.S. through 1975" (1957).
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experience of almost three decades and divergence from

it 1s more likely to be an occasional deviation rather

han a significant change in the long range trend.

The long range projections are given in Table

Tl:~ heading, it will be noticed, is "Apparent

Consumntion". Apparent consumption is defined as pro-

duction plus imports minus exports. With the exception

of newsprint it is unadjusted as to inventory changes.

Demand for Pulm in the United States.

Estimates of pulp requirements follow directly

from the paver and paperboard projections. However,

the process 1s somewhat complicated by the fact that

nany different kinds of pulp are used in the same grade

of paper. The authors of the Department of Commerce

study have adopted the following solution to this pro-

rlem: "A more refined technical approach to calculating

4In the April 28 issue of the Paper Trade Journal,
Mr. Kenneth A. Breggs made certain forecasts for the
paper industry which are of interest to us. ir. Breggs
estimates a population of 191 million in 1965 and 205
million in 1970. It would have an income of about 25%
nore than in 1958. Basing his projections on these, Mr.
Breggs expects paper and board consumption to be 49
nillion tons in 1965, and 58 million tons in 1970. For
nore detalled information see: K.A. Breggs, "How Much
Will Our Industry Grow by 1970?", Paper Trade Journal.
Tol. 142, No. 17 (April 28, 1958), pp. 20-24.
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TABLE 4-2

PAPER AND BOARD, UNITED STATES PROJECTED
DEMAND, 19€0, 1965, and 1970

( Thousands of short tons)

PROJECTED DEMAND

ITEM

Total paper and board

Total paper
Newsprint
Printing papers
Fine papers
coarse &amp; special indus-

trial papers
Sanitary &amp; tissue papers

Total paperboard
Container board
Bending board
Special food board
Nonbending &amp; other

board

Total building paper &amp; board
Building peper
Building board

196¢C
40,81"
20. F°

1
b

~ Te 1970
57,300
27,300
9,800
6,000
~ 200

~ re

N00~

”

8,°F.
3,185
1.9C

"00
,000
, 000

4.300

2.07"Q7

1 :

1,80oon
€,100
3, 400
2,700

Zg Li )

2.275

Source: Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
"Pulp, Paper and Board -- Supply &amp; Demand, 1957"
House Report, No. 573.
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woodpulp requirements by grade groups for the domes-

tic manufacture of paper and board through as far as

1965 would be to estimate, based upon general industry

knowledse and expectations, the likely changes in

pulp ratios for individual grades of woodpulp by indi-

vidual grades of paper and board. This procedure was

discussed with industry leaders, and it was concluded

that. although subject to uncertainties. this was the

nost lomical approach from the standpoint of making

reasonable estimates for the future."&gt;

As the authors readily admit, the determination

of the pulp ratios is most difficult on the national

basis even though individual manufacturers have a

fairly good 1dea as to their own practice. The problem

is also aggravated by the fact that a slight error in

the ratio can have a large effect in the estimate of

pulp requirements.

Since there 1s no quantitative way of projecting

the pulp ratios through 1965, the authors relied primeri-

ly on "general industry judgment and expvectetions"

Starting from the ratios in 1954, a trend was established.

SCommittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
"Pulp, Paper and Board -- Supply &amp; Demand, 1957", House
Report, No. 573, p. 90.
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[hereafter two extreme estimates were obtained for

wood pulp ~-- one depending upon the 1954 ratios end the

other on the growth trend. These are given in Table 4=7

and Table 4-4. For the vear 1970 we used the same

pulp ratios as inn 1065,

To the domestic demand for pulp for paper and

board was added the demand for pulp for other uses and

exports. The latter two categories are, however, rather

insignificant since they form only 5% of the total

iemand.

Jew fnezland'n Derli-4np Share “= the National Qutput.

New Encsland led the United States in the nmanu-

facture of pulp and paver. With the replacement of

rags, straw, etc., as the raw material, by wood, New

tnzland began to lose its leading position. But even

antil 1929 ijaine was the leading state in wood pulp

production in the country. Table 4.5 gives an idea of

the changing share of New England in the nation's pulryp

and paver production. The industry has grown 2% times

as fast nationally as it has in New England.

For the region, however, pulp and paper manu-

facture has an important place. In 1954, paver and

paper products formed nearly 6% of the total value

pdded in New England, emploved 6% of the production
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workers and paid out more than 7% of the wages. For

states like Maine and New Hampshire the significance of

the paper industry 1s still greater.

There 1s a considerable difference between the

crade composition of the national output and that of

New England. New England produced 40% of the total

J.S. newsprint production in 1954. (Table 4-1)

Traditionally, New England then specialized in

book, fine and specialty. With its lower wages and

historic exverlence, New England 1s particularly sulted

for high quality work that often has high manpower re-

julrements. On the other hand, southern mills are

more interested in large orders and they tend to leave

the specialized work for the others. As the A.D. Little

Report pointed out in 1952, New England's greatest oppor-

tunity lies in the field of high grade and specialty

ATE | The Report also brought attention to the

neutral sulvhlite semichemical press which can bring New

England's huge hardwood pulowood resources into use.

oy.s. Census of Manufacturers, 1954.

A.D. Little, Inc., "Report on a Survey of Indus-
trial Opportunities in New England to the Federal Reserve
Rank of Boston", pp. 302-313. (August. 1952).
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TABLE 4-3

TOTAL WOODPULP (1954 RATIO BASIS) ESTIMATED REQUIREMENTS
"FOR PAPER AND BOARD PRODUCTION, 1960, 1965, 1970

(Thousands short tons)

“960 965 370
RATIO PAPER REQUI- PAPER REQUI- PAPER REQUI-

PULP TO PROD- RED PROD- RED PROD- RED

PAPER UCTION PULP UCTION PULP UCTION PULPGRADE GROUPS

Total paper &amp; board --- 36,514 26,316 43,872 31,650 57,300 43,890

Total Paper --- 15,874 14,779 18,282 17,000 27,300 26,290

Newsprint 1,007° 2,475
Printing papers .81z 4,470
Fine papers 9 1,723
Coarse &amp; special in-
dustrial papers + T*

Sanitary &amp; tissue
papers cg lii 1,902 z,f1 200 2,880

Total Paperboard == 21,060 9,449 21,060 12,177 23,900 14,360
Container board .788 8,810 6,941 10,610 8,360 12,000 92,460
Bending board (except
special food board).176 3,255 573 3,825 673 4,000 700

Special food board .927 1.900 1,762 3,120 2,892 4,300 3,990
Nonbending &amp; other
paperboards 058 2.965 173 3.505 203 3.600 210

Total building paver &amp;board 3,710 2,088 4,485 2,522 6,100 3,240
Building paper .321 1,895 1,582 2,200 706 5,400 1,090
Building board .795 1.895 1,506 2.985 1.816 2,700 2.150

9,800 10,550-
6,000 4,870
2.300 2.090

Source: committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, "Pulp, Paper &amp;
Board -- Supply &amp; Demand, 1957", House Report, No, 573.



TABLE 4-4

TOTAL WOOD PULP--(GROWTH TREND RATIO BASIS ESTIMATED REQUIREMENTS FOR

PAPER AND BOARD PRODUCTION, 1960, 1965, 1970

(Thousand short tons)

Grade Groups

Total paper &amp; board

Total paper

Newsprint
Printing papers
Fine papers
Coarse and special industrial papers
Sanitary and tissue papers

Total paperboard

Container boardi
Bending board
Special food board
Nonbending &amp; other paper boards

Total building paper &amp; board

Building paper
Building board

1960 965
Ratio Paper Requi- Ratio Paper Requi- Ratio

Pulp to Prod- red Pulp to Prod- red Pulp to

Paper uction Pulp Paper  uction Pulp Paper

.970

Paper Requi-
Prod- red

uction Pulp

0,727 36,516 26,564 0,737 4 ,¢ 7 32,308 =--- 57,300 44,630

15,874 14,799  --- 18,282 17,000 =—w== 27,300 26,290

1,077
«812
. 910

.984
«901

2 475

470
1,733
7 NR3

2,666 1,077
3,630 ,812
1,577 .910
5,004 ,984
1,962 .901

2,700 2,908 1,077 4,800 10,550
5,085 4,129 ,812 6,000 4,870
2,023 1,840 ,910 2,300 2,090
5,360 5,767 ,984 6,000 5,900
 V". 614 2.356 .901 "3.200 2,880“11

21.060 12,786  =-=-= 23,900 15,100

,816 8,810 7,189 ,850 10,610 9,018 ,850 12,000 10,200
,176 3,255 573 176 3,825 673 L176 4,000 700
,927 1,900 1,762 .927 3,120 2,892 ,927 4,300 3,990
.058 2.965 173  .058 3,505 203 ,058 3,600 210

3,710 2,088  --- 4,485 2,522 ---- 6,100 3,240
,321 1,815 582 ,321 2,200 706 ,321 3,400 1,090

795 1.395 1.506 795 2.285 1.816 —m—-w 2,700 2,150

EE a a

Sanirere: Same aa Tahle 4A.%



TABLE 4-5

NEW ENGLAND'S SHARE IN U.S. PULP, PAPER AND PAPERBOARD PRODUCTION: 1914, 1947, 1954

YEAR NO. of PLANTS

U.S. N.E, NE as %
of U.S,

om

1914 718

1947 9221 1¢7

1954 032 161

NW. o: PROD. PAPER &amp; PAPERBOARD

WKRS, (000's) OUTPUT (in millions of tons)

U ro NE as %

of 5,
ur. N.E. NE as %

of U.S.

885
4

17¢,7 °

183 r &gt;
a F

Source: Census of Manufacturers and H.B, Shepard, Op.cit.

5"

{od
=
E
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So much for the qualitative aspects of the

New England paver industry. Here, we are primarily

interested in the additional capacity that might con-

celvably be opened in New England over the next decade.

Toward the end we would first establish New England's

future share in the national production.

As pointed out earlier, growth of the New England

paper lndustry should not be expected to match the

national growth. There 1s an downward trend in New

England's share of the total U.S. production. To es=

tablish this trend quantitatively is, however, much

nore difficult. By individual grades, we have data for

just two years -- 1947 and 1954. By aggregate paper

production we have more data. Since we are more interes-

ted in total capacity requirements, irrespective of

specific grades, we have used the latter approach of

production in New England and production in the U.S.

Ratios for four years =-- 1914, 1939,° 1947 and 1954 =--

are plotted and a trend line 1s established. The ratios

are given in Table 4-6 and plotted in Exhibit 4-2.

New England's Share o” Na+inngl Paper Production: “060-70.

Assuming that the imvorts and exports of paper

SRatio for 1939 is charged as Value Added rather
than actual tonnage.
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TABLE 4-6

RATIO OF PAPER &amp; BOARD PRODUCTION IN NEW
ENGLAND TO TOTAL U.S. PRODUCTION

1014 - 1954

YEAR

1914
1939
1947
1954
196 D
1970

N.E. PROD./U.S. PROD.

TY%

*rorecasted

Source: Census of Manufacturers, 1939, 1947, 1954 and
H.B. Shepard, "Hardwood Pulp..Its Manufacture

and Yse" (Published by the New England Council.1066).

remain substantially the same over the next

jecade -- imports of 5 million tons and exports of 1

nillion tons, or 4 million tons net imports -— U.S.

paper industry will have to provide 45 million tons of

paper and bond in 1965 and 54 million tons in 1970.

Applying the 1965 and 1970 ratios derived in Table

L-6 we get the following estimates for New England's

production of paper and board:

1065 cececosesed.t66 million tons
1070.cteveesveedadmilliontons

Assuming that the composition of New England

paper and board industry remains unchanged it would
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approximate the structure shown in Table 4-7.

TABLE 4-7

COMPOSITION OF NEW ENGLAND PAPER &amp; BOARD
INDUSTRY IN 1965 and 1970, USING 1954 RATIOS

(in 1000's of short tons)

Newsprint
Bulk paper
fine paper
Course &amp; Industrial paper
Sanitary

TOTAL Faper

Container Roard
Bending Board
Others

TOTAL Paperboard

TOTAL PAPER &amp; ROARD

10€5 1970

620
900
420
470

_ 230

2,730

630
 L030

440
490

_ 240

2.030

140
=

L50

ER
29

70

J
-

3,660 3,ECC

Probable Expansion in New England Paper &amp; Board lMgnu-
facturing Capacity: 1960-1970.

Tn 1058 New England produced nearly 3.1 tons

»f paper and board.&gt; In other words, an expansion of

,5 million tons in annual capacity in 1965 and .7 mil-

lion tons by 1970 should be expected in the New England

paper industry. On the basis of a 310 day year, this

amounts to an addition of 1700 tons/day by 1965 and

&gt; 300 tons/day by 1970.

Txtravolated from U.S. data.
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Production of Pulp in New England: 1960-1970.

The amounts of rulp that would be required

to produce the above quantities of paper and paper-

coard =-- 3.66 million tons in 1967 and 3.8 million

ons in 1970 -- are given in Table 4-8 and Table 4-9.

Starting with the estimates in Table 4-7,

ve applied the pulp ratios (amount of pulp required per

ton of paper) arrived at by the Department of Commerce’

to obtain the quantities of woodpulp that would be re-

quired by the New England paper industry. Just as in

rhe case of the national estimates, two estimates were

jerived...one based on the 1954 ratios and the other

rased on the ratio trend. (Table 4-8 and Table 4-9)

nxcept for the case of newsprint and container board.

there 1s not any difference between the pulp ratios ip

L954 and those derived from the trend of the container

hoard ratio is upward because there is a tendency to use

increasing amounts of virgin woodpulp (in place of

Kraft wastepaver, and straw) in the manufacture of
11

liners and corrugating medium.

Probable Expansion in Pulm Manuvfactrring Capacity: 1960-70.

Thus, we have seen above that in 1965 New England

10Tpid., p. 94 &amp; 96.

l11pid., p. Ol.
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TABLE 4-8

TOTAL N.E, WOODPULP REQUIREMENTS (1954 BASIS)
ESTIMATED REQUIREMENTS FOR PAPER &amp; BOARD

PRODUCTION = 1965 &amp; 1970

( Thousands of short tons)

*RADE RATIO
FROUP PULP TO

PAPER
PAPER

ROD=
JOTION

zz

065
REQUT=

RED
TULP
2,660

PAPER
PROD-
UCTION

3,800Total Paper &amp; Board

otal Paper -

Newsprint 1.007
Rook Paper «31:2
Fine Paper er’
coarse &amp; Indus-

trial Paper
Sanitary

lotal Paperboard
Container-

Board }

Bending Board .1
Others _ nr

“ 77 ~ ~N heres  Nn QzZA

530
) ,

500
“

1.C30
da”

»

weade\J
€0
oN

IE
S

4

“TQ
REQUI-

RED
PULP

2,780

 nN 570
wu
840
400

480
2
A

120
70
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TABLE 4-9

TOTAL N.E, WOODPULP REQUIREMENTS (TREND BASIS)
ESTIMATED REQUIREMENTS FOR PAPER &amp; BOARD

PRODUCTION = 1965 &amp; 1970
( Thousands of short tons)

RATIO
FRADE PULP TO
TROUP PAPER

otal Paper &amp; Board

Total Paper
Newsprint 1.07”
Book paper .8le
Fine paper ’
coarse &amp; Indus-
trial paper

Sanitary
TOTAL BOARD =

container
Board 850

Building Board .l7c
Others _.C"

 2 EE

PAPER  REQUI- PAPER ~~ REQUI-
PROD= RED PROD- RED
UCTION PULP UCTION PULP

3,660 2,719 3,800 2,839

 RN 2 BON 2.830 2.620
680
840
400

oy Uv
 Lv

YAY)
00
aA

4

rr
bi ay!

=a __970

140
370
420

119
€0
20

150
390

__430

128
TO
20
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paper industry would probably be producing in the

neighborhood of 75.95 million tons of paper and board,

annually. To do so it would need 2.7 million tons of

pulp. How much of this pulp could be produced in N.E.

is a difficult conjecture. It is quite possible that

paper industry in N.E. would be limited by a scarcity

of pulpwood. On the other hand, a technological inno-

vation might swing the pendulum back to the northeas-

tern United States. ®

There is no point in forecasting the share of

New England pulp mills in the manufacture of the re-

quired pulp, since there are no data to go on. To

the writer the ratio existing in 1954 seems as good

as any other,

In 1954, 3 million tons of paper and board were

produced in the New England area. Assuming that .72

tons of pulp are required for each ton of paper produced

the above output utilized 2.2 ton of pulp. In the same

year New England pulp mills produced 1.6 million tons
14of pulp.” This comes to about 70% of the total.

1250¢ for example, H.B. Shepard.

L31p14.

ik.

Op.cit., p.24

 4p0110wing a different source we come to a some-

what different figure. In 1954, according to Lockwood's



If the same pattern continues, New England would pro-

duce nearly 1.9 million tons in 1965 and 2 million tons

of pulp in 1670.

In 1958, New England pulp mills produced approxi-

mately 1.75 million tons of pulp.t? An expansion in

annual capacity of .15 million tons by 1965 and .25

nillion tons in 1970 would be needed if New England is

to produce its present share of pulp for its paper mills.

On the basis of 310 day year, the capacity requirements

approximate an addition of 500 tons/day in 1965 and

300 - tons/day in 1970.

Over the next decade. then, we can expect 800 tons.

jay of new capacity to be opended in pulp mills and 2, 300

directory, 107 non-integrated paper mills existed in New
ingland, producing less than 40% of the total output.
Since all the pulp mills, (except one), were integrated
with paper mills, these non-integrated mills presumably
sot thelr pulp supply from outside New England. Or, in
other words, little less than 40% of the total pulp re-
Mmlirements were met from out-of-state sources.

501s figure has been extrapolated from the
Jj.8. date.
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tons/day in paper and board mills. Presumably, paper

mills can be opened indevendently of pulp mills. In

doing so, however, they suffer certain disadvantages.

They have to pay for the transportation of pulp. If

the pulp 1s dry lap they also have to beat it into

asable shape. Relative slow growth of employment and

output in the non-integrated paper mills of southern New

England as compared to Malne and New Hampshire is an

evidence of their disadvantages. These days the trend

1s toward greater and greater integration; and the

site of the paper or board mill 1s pretty much deter-

mined once the pulp mill is located,

The following factors are usually considered in

“he location of a pulp mill.

Raw Material Source: Historically pulp industry

has been resource oriented. In 1954, 20 out of the 30

pulp mills operating in New England were located in

daine~® Maine, as will be indicated in Exhibit 4-3.

2lso has the biggest forest resources.

Cost of soft woods (which are used for fine paper)

in New England are more than those in the south, but they

are gulte at par. or even less, with such other states

+Ocensus of Manufacturers =- 1954.
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ns Wisconsin, Michigan. (see Table 4-10) In hardwoods,

New England has a disadvantage to all other states.

The differntial is historic and it should not be consi-

jered an extraordinary handicap as long as N.E. re-

strict itself to its specialized field. However, the

cost differential mizht prove prohibitive 1f the pulp

plants are moved too far away from the forests. From

the point of view of pulpwood costs, Maine and N.H.

seem to be the best locations for pulp paper plants.

Of course, they would have additional transportation

costs of the final product but the cost would be much

less, since a great reduction in weight takes vlace

juring the conversion of wood into paper.

Labor Costs: New England has an advantage in

low labor costs. In 1954 average wages ln pulp, paper

and board industry were $1.80 in New England as against

1.94 in the U.S. and $2.10 in the Pacific region. In

nigh quality paver, in which N.E. specializes, labor

content is large enough to glve N.E. a significant edge

aver other states. From the viewpoint of labor costs

it does not reallv matter where the pulp plant 1s loca-

ted in New England: wages are about the same ln the region.

Fixed costs: In New England, there 1s a declded

jisadvantasre in the matter of fuel costs. Costs of
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TABLE 4-10

DELIVERED PULPWOOD COST PER CORD IN NEW
ENGLAND, LAKE STATES, AND THE SOUTH, AND
NEW YORK AND PENNSYLVANIA,1047AND104

NEW ENGLAND

Vaine

New Hamb~':ire

Nisconsin

Viichigan

VIDDLE ATLANTIC

Pennsylvania

THE SOUTH

Softwood
3

"1 Hardwoods
1954

$22.73

mtv
wi

arspe’

0,
~ ~~.
- 20.63

n.a

04 gut

1
n- rhEY Nes, 25.59

17.24 19.34

n.s .  SE
~

rr

M 15.23

Nn. 30,7
34,02"
17.88% 12.45 15.11

Nea.

14 30°
19.82

predominantly spruce fir

Predominantly rine

source: R. Eisenmenger (An unpublished manuscript of Ip.
Eisenmenger of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston).
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industrial fuel in W.E. are higher than any other

region in the U.S. and about 50% higher than the

Country as a whole. Exhibit 4-4 gives the cost of

fuel per million BTU in the N.E. area. It will be

noticed that Maine and N.H. == the regions best

suited for the location of pulp mills =-- also have

“he hichest fuel costs.

Conclusion: Except for the fuel costs, New

Hampshire and Maine seem to be the best locations for

establishing future pulp and vaver capacity. The fuel

disadvantege might be overcome through the use of nu-

clear reactor. As we tried to show in the last section

at 80% load factor anc 8‘, annual charges a pressurized

water reactor of 4&amp;4 ~~ ™ capacity is competitive with

Fuel costs at 4c °F BTU: at 90% load factor and

15% annual charge 40 MWT PWR 1s competitive with

S0¢/10° BTU. It is apparent from Exhibit 4-4 that fuel

costs in N.H. and Maine are quite close to 60¢/10° BTU.

Nuclear Frocess Steam should, therefore, very definitel:x

ne considered when future expansion in pulp and paper

rapacity takes place in the New England region.
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INDUSTRIAL FUEL COSTY

IN NEW ENGLAND
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A

Oil costs in cents per million British Thermo!
rity delivered into users’ tanks

Coal costs in cents per million British Therma
Jnits delivered into users’ bins

AL§EPORTJNEWAdd.
7 AA

Residual oil costs are based on posted tank car

orices in effect June 15, 1957 ot tidewater terminals and

Albony, New York, plus transportation costs Rail
charges (plus 1/&amp; a gallon for unloading) are used
in calculating costs for oil delivered to Millinocket

and Eastport, Maine, and points north, and to St Alban«
ond Swanton, Vermont. |Truck transportation rates are
ssed for calculating transportation costs to oll other point:
- New England.

Except for Maine, bituminous coal costs are bosed

on high quality, low volotile 14.00 BTU. per pound
(os received) Clearfield, Pennsylvania Nut and Slack coal
plus an all rail houl to the siding plus a 50¢ a ton
unloading expense. |Assumed price 1s $6 50 a ton ot the

mine. Costs in Maine are bosed on a high quality, low

volatile 142CC BTU per pound (as recewved) southern coo

delivered to Maine ports by coal collier Assumed prices
are $1310 a ton (otter S3¢ Ireight refund) on railroad cors

BY n Portland and Both, Maine, ond $1330 o ton oi Searsport,
LN} Maine [Truck transportation assumed within a 25 mile radi

Y of these terminals
’ All prices include Federal transportation tax but
J exclude soles tax ir tha stata of Maine

0

SOURCE: FRB of Bosron,
New England Bosiness AHeview

Avg 7987



CHAPTER V

HEALTH HAZARDS AND ADMINISTRATION
OF NUCLEAR REACTORS

General

In the minds of men nuclear reactors have come to

be associated with nuclear weapons. It is feared that

an accident in a nuclear plant might result in some kind

of nuclear explosion, exposing whole localities to radi-

ation. What is more. probability of such an explosion

Ls placed quite high. The evidence, however, is clearly

In the other direction. Here are some figures: from

1943 to 1954, twentv~-five reactors operated in the

United States for a total of 606,686 operating hours

and 17,799.000 man hours. During this period no time

vas lost due to radiation injuries.

“The author has mainly depended upon the fol-
lowing sources for the facts used in this Chapter:

"Economics of Nuclear Power,’ Progress in
Nuclear Energy, Series VIII (New York: McGraw-Hill.
1957).

"Law and Administration,' Progress in Nuclear
Energy, Series X (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959).
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similar record has been established in the

United Kingdom. During en operation historv of some

50,000 man vears. no death due to radiation has been

reported; the safety rate with respect to internal

hazards is a very small percentage of the best indus-

trial rate, not a single case of temporary or permanent

injurv due to external radiation has occurred.

The breakdown of the Canadian NRX reactor in 1953.

Jue to the failure of the control system. is very inter-

esting from the point of view of public health. Even

though the reactor was considerably damaged and large

quantities of radioactive material were released, no

one was significantly affected by radiation. There was

no mechanical damage outside the reactor, and after the

precautionarv decontamination. the personnel returned

ro work on the next working dav. According to the

Canadian authorities, the NRX accident showed that ‘large

amounts of radioactivity can be handled safelv even

though thev are spread over large areas and throughout a

~omplicated industrial plant.”

[n this country, to come back to the United States’
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experience, the record of lost-time injuries amongst the

Atomic Energy Commission emplovees is inferior only to

he communication industry. Here are the figures:

Industry

Electric Utilities
Nonferrous metals
Avg. for all industries
Misc. Manufacturing
Chemicals
AEC
Communication

Lost~-time Injury
per mill. man-hr.

i1 0

I¥
8.2
6.1
5.5
2.3
1.8

Admittedly, ev~erience gathered so far in the

nuclear field is somewhat atypical. Extraordinary mea-

sures and expenditures have been undertaken through this

period of exnerimentation. The above record, therefore

is not meant to be used as an argument for complacency:

it is onlv meant to dispel the exageerated fears that

have prevailed in the mind of the public ever since the

jays of Hiroshima. Operating experience shows that radi-

ation can be kept within tolerance limits if proper pre-

~autions are taken. It has been done in the past as the

data in the following section show and there is no reason

shy nuclear reactors for paper plants should prove
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hazardous for the health of the employees or the public.

Hazards of Atomic Energy

Hazards of atomic energy can be divided into three

YOURS: A.
B.
r

External radiation
Internal radiation
Genetic effect

-+ernal radiation: Hazards of external radi-

stion he- be~n knowr €or 2 considerable number of vears.

ind there is &amp; fairlv general consensus as to the toler-

ince levels. Furthermore. external radiation can easily

be detected and therefore controlled. Control can easily

be established through films and other personnel monitor-

ing devices. Table 5.1 goes a long way to show that

swternal radiation hazards can be definitely controlled.

R Internal radiation: Control in the field of

internal radiation is much more difficult. As a matter

&gt;f fact, great uncertainty exists as to the tolerance

levels. Design of the plant is very important so far as

-he avoidance of internal radiation is concerned. Know-

ledee of the tolerance levels, although important is not

snouch: kev to safety lies in good design and enlightened



TABLE 5.1

EXTERNAL RADIATION RECEIVED BY EMPLOYEES OF THE UKAEA

577% received an average dose less than 1/20 of the max. permissible weekly dose.
827. received an average dose less than 1/10 of the max. permissible weekly dose.
96% received an average dose less than 1/4 of the max. permissible weekly dose.
99.6% received an average dose less than 1/2 of the max. permissible weekly dose.

L00 % received an average dose less than 1 of the max. permissible weekly dose.

TABLE 5.2

RADIATION RECEIVED RY THE GONADS FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES

Genetically significant
radiation per annum to

the population of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Wales

Radiation from natural sources
Radiation to employees of UKAEA
Radiation received in high altitude flight

(a) At present heights of 20,000 feet 30 r
(b) Corresponding total at 40,000 feet would be 300 x

Radiation resulting from routine diagnostic X-ray examination .
about 50.000 r

Jource: Farmer, F.R., "Safety Criteria in Atomic Energy," Progress in Nuclear
Energy, Series VIII (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1957) p. 392 and Pp. 389.

~~,
_



nanagement. As our past experience shows, both of these

have been readily available in the developmental stage of

nuclear power.

In the United Kingdom regular air samples were

taken to detect &lt;«-. 3-. and ¥ -rav contamination. Of the

33,000 air samples taken onlv 2% gave evidence of dust

concentration requiring protective action. This result

“as an upward bias since more samples were taken from

potentially dangerous zones. Periodic urine examinations

vere also given to the personnel, Of the 10,000 samples

~aken only four cases showed slightly significant execre-

ion rates.

“I Genetic effect: The genetic effect of radi-

ation has gathered somewhat of a nightmarish aura about

itself. As a matter of fact, radiation received bv the

pb lic. due to nuclear activities. is much less than the

radiation received from manv other sources. In Table 5.2

ve renroduce the figures given bv F. R. Farmer in his

article in the Progress in Nuclear Energy, Series VIII.

1957. This is the radiation received by the gonads

before reaching the age of thirty. It is obvious from



the above figures that genetic effect of well-designed

nuclear reactors is much less than that of routine

Xe1Tav examinations.

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954

Je have tried to show above that with proper care

radiation hazards can be admirably taken care of. In

he United States. Congress and a few state legislatures

have passed laws that enforce the proper care of atomic

installations: therefore, a paper plant, if it uses a

nuclear reactor. will have to obev these regulations.

By far the most important among these regulations is the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

This is a complex piece of legislation and we do

not see any need to go into all its provisions here. We

sould consider onl those asnects of the Act which bear

apon the use of nuclear reactors bv pulp and paper mills.

From this point of view. the Act. through the agency of

rhe Atomic Enerev Commission. exercises control in two

fields: control of information, and regulation of the

design and operation of nuclear installations.
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Control of information: The Act has labeled a

~onsiderable area of nuclear information as "Restricted

Data." Access to this area can be obtained only after

zetting security clearance. The AEC, however, is directed

co declassifv as soon as possible as much information as

national securitv permits.

Now. a businessman would like to gather as much

information as possible before making a decision, and to

this extent the Act might be said to impede progress in

~ertain fields of nuclear science. But here we are deal-

ing with iust one field. i.e.. the replacement of conven-

tional boilers bv nuclear reactors. The point is-~-does

the businessman have enough data to compare a nuclear

reactor with a conventional boiler? Our answer to this

question is in the affirmative, as we have tried to show

in the earlier parts of this studv. Such paucity of data

1s ixists is due to the developmental state of nuclear

rechnology rather than anv restrictions on information

"hat have been imposed by the Atomic Energy Act.

Regulationofdesignand overation of nuclear

installations: In the matter of design, the AEC exercises
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substantial control over nuclear reactors. The main

~heme of the Act of 1954 was the safeguard of national

security and public health. The &amp;-t bestows considerable

jiscretionary powers on the AEC to adopt stringent mea-

sures where these two matters are concerned. In some

circles, these powers of the AEC are rather excessivels

bemoaned as arbitrary. Before cursing the AEC, bell,

hook and candle. we must remember its heavy responsi-

5ilities in an uncertain, and potentially dangerous

field, as atomic energy is.

A pulp and paper manufacturer must obtain two

kinds of licenses from the AEC if he desires to use a

nuclear reactor in his mill. First of all. the nuclear

plant design must be approved bv the AEC. This is to

snsure that proper safety features are introduced in

he structure. Secondly. after the plant has been built

~he manufacturer must get a license to operate the

Facility. Theoretically, the AEC can refuse the permis-

sion to onmerate the reactor after it has been built.

In practice. however, it is almost impossible if the

rroper design criteria are observed.
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Commercial licenses are usually tailor-made to

fit the particular situation. Thev may be issued for as

long as forty years, and thev can be renewed at the end

&gt;f that period. Section 186, however, authorizes the

zovernment to revoke any license for "false statement in

application" or "violation of, or failure to observe any

of the terms and provisions of this Act or of any regu-

lation of the Commission.'' The license can also be

amended under certain circumstances. Section 187 of

he Act states:

[he terms and conditions of all licenses
shall be subject to amendment, revision,
or modification, by reason of amendments
of this Act or by reason of rules and regu-
lations issued in accordance with the terms
&gt;f this Act.

The Act. although it deleted government ownershir

of nuclear reactors. still specifies rights to all fis-

sionable material would be vested in the government.

Fissionable material can thus only be leased by the paper

nanufacturer. Moreover, fuel prices are to be fixed bv

the AEC. The prices would. however. be auite reasonable

since the government is deeply interested in the devel-

&gt;pment of nuclear energy.
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These are just the beginnings of Atomic Law. It

will take many court rulings before a definite pattern

omerges. In the meantime, "The legal doctrine which will

he applied in licensing program, 1s the administrative

law, with a good deal of statutory interpretation added

rn. The Forum would be initially the ALC and the Federal

courts ML

The state legislation, as it stands now, does not

impose anv more restrictions on the paper manufacturer

than those imposed bv the Atom?  Energv Act. The Massa-

~husetts Statute, and it is verv similar to those enacted

in other New England states. states that:

No person shall manufacture, construct, pro-
duce, transfer. acquire or possess any special
nuclear material, by-product material, produc-
tion facility, or utilization facility within
this commonwealth unless he shall have first
obtained a license or permit for the activity
in which he proposes to engage from the United
States Atomic Energy Commission if, pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, the Commission
requires a license or permit to be obtained by

persons proposing to engage in activities,of the
same type over which it has jurisdiction.

“Ramney, J.T. "Atomic Energy and Government
Institutions,” Atomic Industrial Forum Inc., Vol. 1
No. 12 (1955 p. 52.

’Krebs, W.A.W., "Atomic Energy and State Law,
Atomic Industrial Forum Inc.. Vol. 1. No. 12 (1956)
oo B3-Rl -
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word would be pertinent here with regard to

rhe future role of the states in the field of commercial

auclear energy. If the Atomic Energy Act is amended, as

rhe AFC proposed. the states would be allowed to adopt

and enforce standards ''mot in conflict with those adopted

hy the Commission.” By "not in conflict with", the Commis-

-1on means that the ''states cannot relieve anvone from

~ompliance with the Commission's radiation standards, but

~ould impose. if thev so chose, more restrictive standards.

Liability for Nuclear Accidents

Since no special statutes have as vet been enacted

for atomic energy, the usual tort law would most probably

be applied in the .case of an incident. Tort laws are

zenerallv the business of the states and no definite

rules can be laid down here. We would restrict ourselves

Fo summarizing the views of A. W. Murphv as given in his

article in Progress in Nuclear Energy.-*

Generally. a person is not held liable under tort

law unless he is at fault. Under the "rule of strict

“Murphy, A.W., "The Problem of Liability for
Atomic Accidents and Insurance Against Them,' Progress
in Nuclear Energy, Series X (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959)
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liability," however, proof of his fault is quite immate-

rial. In Murphy's opinion, the latter rule would most

probably be applied to reactor operators if an accident

happens. The suppliers, however, would be held responsi-

ble onlv if their negligence is proved. "But even if

the rules of strict liabilitv are not applied,” Murphy

soes on to say, ''meither the operators nor the suppliers

can be certain that thev will not be held liable for a

nuclear accident, however careful thev may be. Courts

have increasingly...left negligence cases to juries:

and juries generallv have favored claimants. This

practice is not, of course, universal. but whether s

particular court will follow it in a particular case is

less important to the atomic industry than that a pro-

cedure exists whereby liability can be imposed on the

operator or a supplier, essentially without regard to

fault."l

‘Ibid... p. 62.



[nsurance for Nuclear Installations

The problem of insurance against nuclear instal-

lations baz beer - much debated topic for a number of

vears. So long as most reactors were owned or contracted

by the government, the risks were borne bv the government

in one form or another. Insurance of a reactor bv a

paper company, however, is a somewhat complicated problem

nainly because the possible (as opposed to probable)

damage caused bv the accident can be enormous in this

Field.

some vears ago. the insurance industry appointed

1 studv group made up of insurance executives. After a

~horough study of the problem, they came up with the fol-

lowing conclusions: 1

Il. The catastrophe potential of atomic energy,
although remote, is more serious than anything
now known in industry.

2. The possibility of a serious catastrophe
seems very remote because of: a) substantial
progress made in development of controls to
prevent dangerous incidents; b) the devel-
s»pment of features for containment of the
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results of a reactor failure should the
nultiplicity of controls all fail.

3. The insurance capacity for the physical
hazards as now apnlicable to more hazardous

types of chemical operations appears to be
adequate to cover atomic reactor plants.
If, however, the reactor should be located
in proximity to large existing industrial
plants, the increased exposure of the latter
nay be beyond the capacity of the insurance
industry. This question would require fur-
ther study.

After wrestling with the problem for some years,

he industrv has formed two svndicates to provide insur-

ance for nuclear hazards: Nuclear Energy Liability

Association. and Mutual Atomic Enerev Liabilitv Under-

writers. Between themselves. the two pools would pro-

vide insurance up to sixtv million dollars. It should

be pointed out. however. that sixtv million dollars is

rhe ton limit on the insurer's commitment no matter how

many accidents occur over the life of the reactor. The

insurance would cover all parties coneerned, i.e., the

supplier, the designer, etc. Policies issued by the

syndicates are continuous. Thev do, however. have 3

rancellation clause. The policy only covers the nuclear

nazard: the conventional hazards are to be insured in the
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regular way. The discovery period for claims, including

cenetic claims, is unlimited so long as the policy

remains i force. and two vears after it has been can-

celed. The policv does not cover damage to the reactor

itself or to the emplovees.

[nsurance premiums are to be paid annually. They

are likely to be high in the first few vears because of

wo reasons: firstly, no data exist as to the probable

sums that the pools might be called upon to pay; and,

secondly, the insurance industry would want to accumulate

a fund out of which such pavments can be made. Also. for

rhe first few million dollars of insurance the rates are

&gt;oing to be higher than the average. According to the

insurers, fifty million dollars coverage might cost as

nuch as $50,000 a vear in the case research reactor to

$250,000 a vear on 250.000 kw reactor. For sparselv

populated regions like Maine and New Hampshire, the

rates micht be relatively lower.

Private liability insurance becomes meaningful

Ibid., p. 68.

LENE



only when considered in the light of government indem-

nification as embodied in Public Law 85-256, also known

as the Indemnification Act. Passed bv the Eightv-fifth

Congress to solve the problem of public liability for

nuclear facilities, it became effective in September,

1957.

This law requires the nuclear operator to have

3 certain amount of financial protection from private

insurance agencies. Over and above this basic financial

insurance the government indemnifies the operator for

500 million dollars. Congress has also specified an

apper limit as to the public liabilitv--it is the sum

&gt;f the basic financial protection and the 500 million

dollars as indemnified by the government. The Act

hyrovides:

The aggregate liability for a single nuclear
incident of persons indemnified, including
the reasonable cost of investigating and
settling claims and defending suits for
damage, shall not exceed the sum of 500
million dollars together with the amount
of financial protection required of the
licensee or contractor.



Between the private insurance syndicates and the

sovernment indemnification, the paper manufacturer can

he quite sure of getting the required insurance.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

conclusions

We find that nuclear process steam reactors are

~ompetitive with conventional boilers even under some

rerv unfavorable assumptions.

We find that a 20 Mwt reactor, which might

possibly be required in an average paver mill, is not

aconomical at fuel costs below approximately 65¢ per

10° B. T.U. Since fossil fuels mav not become that

axpensive in the next decade or so. nuclear technology

vould have to cut down the costs of small reactors to

nake small reactors competitive.

Process steam reactors of 40 Mwt size and over

have a much more promising future. Table 6.1 gives the

Fuel cost threshold at which 40 Mwt reactors become com-

petitive. For paper plants producing more than 400 tons

per dav or more, nuclear process heat should prove of

considerable interest. Some of the largest plants pro-

jucing up to 1200 tons per day can save as much as 15¢
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TARLE 6.1

FUEL COST THRESHOLDS
FOR 40 Mwt STEAM REACTORS

Reactor

Type

DLIR

RIWR

70% Load 80% Load 90% Load 80% Load

15% Chg. 15% Chg. 1F¥ Chg. _8% Chg.
(Conventional fuel @ per mill. B.T.U.)

I”

 ”~

YAR
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per 10% B.T.U. in regions where fossil fuels cost as much

as 60¢ per 10° B.T.U.

[7 ¢ paver manufacturer decides to install a

nuclear reactor, he should not expect extraordinarv

&gt;roblems in his dealings with the Atomic Energy Commis-

sion. Indeed. he should draw upon the vast pool of

expert knowledge that is embodied in that agency, and

In private engineering firms with experience in reactor

technology.

Problems cf insurance have also been solved.

Although the initial rates will be more than those for

conventional boilers, thev will be auite reasonable and

would make a verv slight effect on the total cost of

steam produced. As vet, specific insurance rates are not

available. This is one of the primary reasons why insur-

ance charges are not included in the cost of nuclear

reactors. (See Chapter III)

Turning our attention to the New England pulp and

paper industry, we find that its share in the national

production has been declining over the last twenty years

Or so. However, despite this declining rate, an expansion
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in New England pulp and paper capacity of nearly 3000

tons per dav should be expected by 1970. Traditionally

we find the puln and paper industrv has been resource-

oriented. We expect this trend to continue.

Abstracting from fuel costs. New Hampshire and

Maine appear to be the best locations for new pulp and

paper plants. These states are also the costliest in

the United States from the point of view of fossil fuel

costs. We conclude, therefore, that plants located in

this region are the most promising for the use of

nuclear process steam reactors.

Recommendations

The previous pages are only a general description

of the problems of reactor use in the paper industry, and

only a general analysis of their economics. They are

merely meant to give an indication when a more precise

analvsis might be fruitful.

Je recommend that paper manufacturers intending

to open plants in Maine and New Hampshire give due con-

sideration to the alternative of replacing conventional
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boilers by nuclear reactors for their process steam

requirements.
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